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a paying dairy herd unless he cally.
build
2
seeds,
D.
A.
tobacco
3
up
of
tags,
Dec.,
pumpkin
-Wth
maid of one's
upon the same ou the
pine,
day
to which I treated uvv· v.'.:!, to prorivt the
1 4. before «aid Court at Portland, In said Dis- gives a great deal of attention to the in the viciuity of Echo, Oregon, and 1 small
glass bottle, 1 tin teaspoon, 2 much Burgundy
love
fefici. was one thing, but
trict. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that selection of the bull.
From generation after the wild horses have been rounded iron
1 him. and—and if thou canst, Harry"—
1
1
checker-man,
whistle,
bolts,
notice tiereof be published In The Oxford Deuisu in the stocks, exposed to the
to generation the fatal weakness of the up and driven into it, they will be shot shoestring, 1 handkerchief, 2 sen-sens, a
Then he stopped and looked nt me to
rat, a new->pai>er printed In said District, and
of a common crowd, was another.
State officials
a piece of
jibes
that all known creditor·, and other persons lo dairyman has been to buy for a sire any- and their bodies burned.
stove
the
to
broken
of
damper,
physician,
turned
and
angrily
piece
lmere»t, may appear at the said time ami place, thing that will bring the cow in fresh. will have charge of the work, and after
And more than might e!.«·, 1 felt the
a tail from a fur.
and
lancets
his
chain,
wa3
who
the
girt
up
packing
an
show cause, if any they have, why
have got the lust vestige of the carcasses has been
the comedy in it.
pru er of «aid petttioner should not be granted. Strictly up-to-date dairymen
vin is to depart.
"My God, sir," he sting of
ABOUT TO BURST FROM
ν !rl tt i·» further Ordered
the Court, that the over this piece of foolishness and when destroyed the ground in the vicinity of HEAD
with my two feet straight
sit
there
To
by
have
You
or
cure?
kill
cried, "do you
Clerk shall i*end bv mall to all known creditor*
buy a sire they select one whose the slaughter place will be disinfected.
they
SEVERE BILIOUS ATTACK.
to the people, through those
soles
out.
addressed
I
this
of
«aid
and
order,
had
copies
petition
not bled him again? Lord, Lord,
dam was known to be a great milker. —Turf, Farm and Home.
tu it in at their p'accs of residence as stated.
boards, and all at
"I had a severe bilious attack and felt but a lancet and α purge for the spirit rude holes in the
Wt ne.-s the Hon. Clarence Hale. Jutlge If possible they get one whose grandI
and
when
burst
to
laugh .it uie, was
to
was
about
head
gaze
like
liberty
of the said Court, and the teal thereof, at Port- dam and
my
Animal Weather Prophets.
as you for the flesh, there would be not
great grauddam were great
Ian I, In said District, on the loth day of Dec.,
hold of a free sample of Chamberinfinitely worse than to welter in my
milkers. They knew very well thai, the
no sin. but no souls left in the
A I), t'jot.
Overhaul the furs and heavy clothing, got
only
I
How many
Stomach and Liver Tablets.
biood upon the scaffold.
IL. s ]
JAMES E. HBWEY. Clerk.
milking habit is hereditary and can be then pack them away in moth balls, for lain's
them after supper and
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
times, as I sat there, it came to uie
transmitted from the sire to the female this winter is going to be au extremely took a dose of
on hit bench
aiiiinl
Clerk.
and
man
Harry
Attest —J AMES Ε HEWEY,
the next day felt like a new
that if it had been the scaffold, Mary
offspring.—Ilolsteiu-Friesiau Register.
mild season, says a contemporary. At
have been feeling happy ever since."
vend i su could at least uuve ueiu m.»
least this is the indioation of statistics
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"King
little grain—three quarts corn and live
hereinafter ItHkate·!, It I» hereby Orukrki»:
tle.
Old Boreas" will be peaceable visitor»
Here is the idea of a Bath pessimist
That notice thereof be (fWen to all pereons Inquarte of brau. Kept this up until just this year. H un ten* who have rambled
Shortly after I arrived there in the
ter· it»··!, bj caualnK a copy of this or<ler to be
"On July 4 we
our holidays:
to lamb, then we
regarding
before
began
they
published three week» siiccoeslvely In tbe OxNew Held, which was a wide, open
through Canada and the upper lake try to kill our fellow citizens with dynaford Democrat, a newspaper published at South doubled the feed and gave them some
saw
region report that fur on foxes, mink mite and noise; on Memorial day we
space, the sports began, and I
Parts, In **10 County, that they may appear at a second crop.
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at
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time
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D.
at
this
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Pargiving day we eat more than we should
α dream, a nightmare. First came
cloi'k !n the forencon, an ! be heard thereon if pasture 31 little fellows, sheared from
animals were well supplied with ex- and Christmas we spend so much money
son Downs, whispering to me that as
they nee canne:
the sheep the first of April 216 pounds
fur.
that we have to economize for the rest
cents per ceptionally heavy
KING COI.BATH, late of Porter. itecMMd; of wuol, fur which we gut 22
long as he could do me no good, and
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Then again the horses, after the challenge of the drums, sped around the

three mile course, and attention was
There
diverted somewhat from me.
had been mischievous boys enough for
my tormor.t, l::*.d It not been for my
brother .Toiin, who stood I eside the
stocks. Ills fuce white and hH hand at
his sword.
Many a grinning urchin
drew near with a stone in hand and
looked at him and looked again, then
slunk rway an 1 ninde as if ho had no

iutcntio:: t-f throw'::;; aught at mo.
After the h >r>e racing came music of
drums, trumpets and hautboys, and
(hen. hi spite of my brother, tlie crowd
pressed close about n:o and many ectfrrllous things were said and many grinning faces thrust In mine, and thinking
of it now, I would that I hud them all
in open battlefield, for how can a man
fight ridicule? Verily it Is I ke dueling
with a m:·.η of f tat/ers. Quite still I
sat. but fHt that dignity and severity
of bearing but made me more vulnerable to ridicule. Utterly weaponless I

agniiLst such odds.
I was glad enough when the drums
challenged again for a race of boys,
who were to run one hundned and
twelve yards for a hat.
Everylunly
turned from me to see that, and I
watched wearily the straining backs
and elbows of the little fellows, ami the
shouts of encouragement and of tri·
was

TK« leering throng
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^fything,
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{great

always)'

1

nmph when tlic winner came in smote
lay ears ns through water, with curi-

shocks of sound.
Then ten tiddlers played for a prize,
and while they played the people gathered around me again, for races more
than music 'have the ability to divert
the minds of English folk. But they
left me again when there was a wrestling for a p-.iir of silver knee buckles.
I remember to this day, with a curious
dizziness of recollection, tbe straining
of those two stout wrestlers over tbe
field, each forcing tbe other with all his
ous

might and each scarce yielding
finally ending the strife

and

a

in

foot,

the

spot as where begun. I can set»
those knotted arms and writhing
necks of strength and hear those quick
pants of breath, and again it seems as
then, a picture passing before my awful reality of shame. Then two young
men danced for a pair of shoes, and tbe
.•rowd gathered around them, and 1
was quite deserted and could scarcely
see for the throng the rhythmic tlings
of heels nnd tosses of heads. But when
that sport was over and the winner
iaucing merrily away in his new shoes
same
now

the crowd gathered about me again,
and in spite of my brother clods of
mud began to fly, and urchins to tweak
at my two extended feet.
Tîitfu that happened which verily
never happened before nor since in Virginia, and can never happen again, bemuse a

maid like Mary Cavendish can

live again.
Slow pacing into the New Held in
that same blue and silver gown which
she had worn to the governor's ball,
with a wonderful plumed bat on lier
bead, and no mask, and her golden hair
Sowing free, behind her Catherine and
never

Ilydt, like two bridesmaid·,
my love. Mary t'avendish.
And while I shrank back, thinking
that here was the worst sting of all,
like the sting of death, that she should
see me thus, straight up to the stocks
she came and gathering her blue and
silver gown about her made her way
in to my side and sat there, thrusting
her two tiny feet, in their dainty shoes,
through the apertures next mine, for
Cicely
came

the stocks were made to accommodate
two criminals.
And then I looked at her and would
have besought her to go, but the words
died on my lips, for in that minute I
knew what love was and how it could

Harry

and Mary

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

\

Oculist,

Tuesday,
Eyes

following

Ε miined free.

—Maine Farmer.

Oxford; Noy« Drag

Norway.

triumph over not only the tragedy, bat
that which is more cruel, the comedy,
of life. Surely no face of woman was
ever like Mary Cavendish's as she sat
there beside me, with such an exaltation of love which made it like the
face of an angel. Not one word she
said, but looked at me, and I knew that
after that she was mine forever, in
fain
spite of my love, which would
shield her from me lest I be for her
harm, and I realized that love, when
it is at its best, is past the considera-

tion of any harm, being sufficient unto
itself for its own bliss und glory.
But presently I, looking at her, felt
and her
my strength failing me again,
fnce grew dim and she drew my head
to her shoulder and sat so facing the
multitude, and such a shout went up
as never was.

And first it was hnlf derision, and

Catherine and Cicely Hyde stood near
brother
as like bridesmaids, and my
John kept his place. Then came Madam
Judith Cavendish in a chair, and she
the
was borne close to us through
throng and was looking forth with the
tears running over her old cheeks and
extending her hands as If in blessing,
and she never after made any opposition to our union.

Get the Most

You don't and can't if your stomach
is weak. A weak stomach does not di·
into it.
gest all that is ordinarily taken
It gets tired easily, and what it fails to
digest is wasted.
Among the signs of a weak stomach
fits of nerare uneasiness after eating,
belchvous headache, and disagreeable

ing.

"I have taken Hood's Sarsaparllla at
different times for stomach troubles, and a
and have
ran down condition of the system,
been greatly benefited by its use. I would
am trouI
i!
in
(amily.
my
not be without
bled especially In summer with weak stomach and nau*M and lind Hood's Sarsaparllla
invaluable." I£. U. Hickman, W.Chester, Pa.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
StKhgthen and

tone tlic* etornach

digestive

system.

lie was told that his meals should
be served In his room, as If lie were
at home. He remained thus isolated
for two days, then came down in high
good humer. Joined the pan.ν and ex
tended his visit f«»r four months.
An Introduction to Xnpolron.
In December. 1HU. when Napoleon,
after his disastrous Russia η expedition,
made his secret and hurried Journey
from Smorgoul to Paris, the following
Incident occurred: At Unicom the snow
lay too thick for the emperor's carriage
to proceed, and Count Wousowlcz was
Informed by the postmaster that a
i'ole, M. Wlbeskl, living near, hail

lately ordered a most convenient traveling carriage mounted on runners for
bis newly married daughter.
At first the Pole refused the most

pressing offers for Its purchase, but

when he learned that the carriage was

required for the emperor's use he not
only yielded, but asked as its price
that he might be presented to the emperor. Napoleon compiled; but, unwilling to accept the carriage as a gift, he
?ave orders that 1.000 ducats (.«υ,ικκι»
ihould be handed to the owner.
Ileni-d.

tle plunged into the wildest dissipation.
Ells great fortune was largely Increased by the dower of his first wife. Call»
erlne de Thouars. I lis favorite diversion was murdering babies and dabbling In their blood. The church caus
ed his arrest and trial. He wh.< conlemned and was hanged at Nanioi, but
was converted in prison, and It's last
words were to Implore the forgiveness
af tho^e whose families he had decimated by murder.

CndrriMliiR; Mndr Rimy.
A gentleman who near the ilo.so -rf
the eighteenth century ncccnp-mied
Raron von Swleten on a visit lit tl««·
old Duke of Nachsen-Frildburgliiusen
relates the following' In his memoirs:
"The duke regularly «oe* to bed every night at S o'clock. When leavln:·
the Hitting room to proceed to Ms

rather distant sleeping apartment he
has a number of his valets posted all
along the line of route. One of them
takes possession of his wig. the see
ond divests him of his coat, and so
on, until by the time he lias reached
the goal lie Is reudy to slip into bed

without

move

and

the great William Ills life. William. of course, was "great" In more
So stout was he In
senses than one.
fact by reason of his Idle and luxurious
life that lie could not walk from place
♦o place, but had to be carried. Une
Ids
contemporary. Philip of
day
France, delicately remarked at dinner
that William was "like a fillet of beef
011 casters and ought to be exhibited at
a prize monarch show." Naturally William heard of this and lu a furious
rage ordered his troops to invade at
This was done, and a war comowe.
menced which ended In the English
king Iteing thrown from his horse and
killed while superintending the siege
of Nantes.

ΑΛ nptnlili-

court building or
when upon another night the same
men wrangle over the merit» of Verdi
or Maacagnl and end by humming and
singing in chorus "Parig, Ο Cara."
on

α

new

—

World's Work.

Diplomatic.

"Did you see anything that particularly struck your fancy when you were
looking round the furniture shops today?" asked a young husband of Ills

men do eeeui to accommodate themselves to Madame la Mode In this way.
One year they will be of the drooping,
languid. Ilosaettian type; another, they
will he completely Georgian In face
and style, and then, bey, presto, fashion waves lier waiul and every one Is
magically transformed Into a sturdy,
square shouldered, across country 1·· iking person, with a face to match and a

corresponding air.—London World.

Money.
An interesting story Is told of the
poet Whlttler showing his Ingenuity
in getting subscriptions for a jrood
There were a number of carcause.
riage makers In Amesbury. where he
resided, and. being once unable to collect cash In cousequence of the prevailing commercial depression, he suggested that each might contribute
some
part of a carriage-on»· the
Thus
wheels, another the body. etc.
How Whlttler Ita4k«<l Nom··

all the parts of a complete carriage
given, and it was sold for the

were

Hrruklnc It Gently.
"You were a Ion# time In the far
corner of the conservatory last evening." suggested the mother. "What
was going on?"
"I)o you remember the occasion on

which you became engaged to papa?"
Inquired the daughter, by way of reply.

"Of course I do."
"Then it ought not to be necessary
for you to ask any question*.."
Thus gently the news was broken
that they were to have a son-ln law.

Sot ΚηηηΙηκ on Tlek.
"You seem to be very quiet all of a
eudden," said the clock key.
"Yes, I'm all run down." replied the
clock. "Time is money, they say. so I
guess I must be bankrupt."
"That being the case." replied the
key, "I'll appoint myself receiver and

proceed to wind up your afTalrs."—Chicago News.
Booked.

you've been taking Miss
FInughtic out boating on the river.
Itatiier stylish girl, but too reserved
for me. Beggie— Yes, I expect she Is.
I've Just reserved her for life.—TitBits.
Algy—S

making poets.—Carlyle.

grand agent

All Run Down
IHIS is
sion

j
.■ome

expres

a common

hear
every
Unless there is
on

we

side.

the

organic trouble,

con-

remedied.

dition can doubtless be

Your doctor is the best adviser.
Oo not dose yourself with all

kir.ds of advertised remedies
s

his

—

opinion. More than likely

yoa need a concentrated fat food
) cnrich your blood and tone
up the

system.

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil
is just such

a

food in its best form.

It will build up the weakened

when all

body

and wasted

other foody fail to nourish.
are run
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give
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emaciated,

it cannot hurt

essentially

the best

possible nourishment for delicate
children and pale, anaemic girls.
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in the form of a label it m
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.
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Heljthhor· Worth llarlnar.
Cellu—I >itl you go to the theater, DeThe Jones
DHla \Vs. Indeed.
lia?
got sick and gave us their tickets, and
Mrs, Hrown lent me her new hat.

upon that home.

still the

required.

amount

lately made wife on her retara from a
tour of furniture Inspection.
Tee," she replied. "I saw something
exceedingly pretty la looklug g hisses."
"I have no doubt you did," he observed, "If you looked into them."
The halo of a calm, sweet peace rests
Nature is

Wo m un.

always a mystery bow we
change our figures, otir faces and our
gult with every change of fashion, but
there Is no denying the fart that woIs

It

ado."

Aeathetlc Italian Laborer·.
With the exception of the silent Sicilians. the Italian immigrants are generally fluent talker· and extremely Intelligent. I have known a Neapolitan
who couM noKher read nor write nuote
It
from Dante, I'etrarch and Tasso.
surprises you to hear a group made up
of an asphalt mixer, a sailor turned
waiter and a barber and baker who
had «tuck to their trades discuss the

sculpture

Out of Your Food

the whole

guests."

Blue Beard was a real man. and
the so called fairy story is true In all
Its essential details. Blue Beard was
Baron Gilles de Bals, an enormously
rich Breton nobleman, who fought with
listlnction under the banner of Jeanne
i'Arc and was marshal of France at
the age of tweuty-flve. After the wat-

^

and Pilts

of the guests.
"Tel! your master," he shouted, "I
Will meet no such people," ami drove
away lu a fury. Before he re.iehod the
lodge gates, however, he changed his
mind, returned, alighted and demanded to be shown to his room.
When his host came to him Swift
eald, "I am willing to accept your hospitality, but I will not umet your

a

cost

Dean S tvift.

to meet him.
The dean drove up to the house and,
Buminoning tl butler, asked the names

traveling

Jest pure and simple that
brought about the war between England and France in 1087 and ultimately

TUE END.
Visit From

I.fHMon.

('null)' Jeat.

A

It was

derness of history, and the path of
love is the only one which those that
may come after us can safely follow
unto the end of the world.

A

a

gentleman

years ago in Ireland took a hummer and tacks along with him because
he found dog's eared carpets ut ull the
Inns where lie rested. At one of these
lnn« lie tacked down the carpet, which,
as usual, was loose near the door, and
soon afterward run»; the bell for his
While the carpet was loose
dinner.
the door could not be opened without
u hard push, so when the waiter can*
up he Just unlatched the door; then,
going back a couple of yards, he rushed against it. as his habit was, with
Hut
a sudden spring to force it open.
the wrinkles of the carpet were no
longer there to stop it, and. not meeting with the expected resistance, the
waiter fell full length Into the room.
It had never entered his head that so
much trouble might be saved by means
of a hammer and a dozen or even half
a dozen tacks until his fall taught him
that makeshift Is a very unprofitable
sort of shift.
some

velous to relate in that crowd—the
white cat following at heel, and Mistresses Allgood and
Longman with
their husbands in tow. All these, with
others whom I will not mention, who
were friendly, gathered around me, the
while Marv Cavendish sat there beside
me. nul again that ban derisive shout
of the multitude went up.
Hut in a trice It all changed, for the
temper of a mob is as subject to unexplained changes as the wind, and it was
a great shout of sympathy and triumph
instead of derision. Then they tore off
the oak sprigs with which they had bedecked then'.selres in honor of the day,
and by so doing showed disloyalty to
the king, and the militia making no
resistance, and. Indeed, I have always
suspected, secretly rejoicing at it, they
had me released in a twinkling, and
foremost among those who wrenched
open the stocks was Captain Calvin
Then Mary Cavendish and I
Tabor.
stood together there before them all.
It was all many years ago, but never
hath my love for her dimmed, and it
shall live after Jamestown is again iu
ashes, when the sea birds are calliug
over the sunset waste, when the reeds
are tall in the gardens, when even the
tombs are crumbling, and maybe hers
and mine among tlmm, wlien the sea
gutes are down and the water washing
over the sites of the homes of the cavaFor I have learned that the
liers.
blason of love is the only one which
holds good forever through all the wil-

The Irleli reformer, Father Mathew,
used tu tell of h remarkable visit made
to Lis graudfathcr by Deau Swift. Mr.
Mathew lived uear Dublin ami invited
the eccentric dean to dlue and spend
the night ut hi# house. A large party
of tlie neighboring gentry were bidden

Fall Mil

Λ

English

An

mourning piitdi upon her forehead, was
there, and Margery Key, with—mar-

Blue

in the «locks

■

f1

'i lien came blustering up Parson
Downs uuù Ralph Drake, who afterw.-.r«' we.IJed Ci.ely II.ν do, and tlio two
Barry s, who had braved leaving hiding,
and tI:o two black wenches who dwelt
w.'tli '.hem, one with a great white
bandage swathing her head, and Sir
huiui lirey Hyde, who had just been
relcasi-d and who, while 1 think of It,
wedded a most amiable daughter of
one of the burgesses within a year.
And Madam Tabltha Story, with that

ι
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Job Piu.nti.no .—Sow type, fast presses, «team
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Coming

Eventa.

Dei·. 19-21.—State Grange, Lewlston.
Jan. S.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
SKW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Chrlfttmaa.
Christmas l.lfu.
Heady for Christmas.
Call ât Wm C. Leavltt's.
The Salvation Army.
The World's Work.
lngersoll Watches.
Wanted.

Bankrupts 1'etltlon for Discharge.

Notes from Maine Poultry -Show.
The fourth annual show of the Maine
State Poultry and Pet Stock Association
was held in Portland, Dec. tf-9.
As an observer of men, I find there
exists in the minds of many the erroneous idea that poultry shows are a fake,
of no real value, but rather ae amusement. and the idea also exists that crossbred or mongrel fowls will lay better

than pure breeds.

To my mind, a poultry show is the
final competitive test of the results of
experience
the combined knowledge,
and skill of man, as applied to the care
advance
All
the
chick.
of the fowl and
and improvements in the fowls of to-day,
and their egg laying capacity as well as
their fine feathers, has been brought
about only by patient perseverance and
knowledge. It has not hap-

applied
pened.

It is a law of nature that any form of
life will revert to a common level unless
raised above and kept there by stimulating influences. Therefore, the need of
competition in the poultry industry—a
high ideal to try for and the struggles to
reach it. Otherwise, many more than
at present would be well content to go
on in the same old way, not seeking to
improve their Hocks.
There is no rest in nature, no standing
either growing,
still. The plant is
ripening into old age. or decaying. So
also with animal life, and with man.
We see families that once were prominent. degenerating in a few generations
into ignorance and vice, and on the other
hand we see families grow out of and rise
above obscurity, and individuals rise to
nlaoua

af amlnwnPH

With the poultry industry it is the
The expert, with very common
fowls, will in a few years develop a
strain of fowls of superior qualities ami
taken
powers, and the man who has not
the trouble to learn, and whose knowledge of poultry consists of the fact that
an egg will generally hatch, if kept under a hen three weeks, may by a single
mating or in a single season destroy all
the expert has gained.
A poultry association is usually made
in that
up of men more or less expert
Held, and their show may be a school
for any who care to learn.
I have seen people walk through the
aisles of a poultry show, very much as
they would hie past the remains of au
acquaintance. Such people see the exhibits, yet "haviug eyes, they see not"
and "having ears, tliey hear not," for
their vision does not penetrate, and they
do not talk, or learn, from those interested in poultry, whose knowledge is of
value. There is always something to
learn, and the exchange of ideas is much
quicker and less expeusive than years of
same.

experiments.

emphatically that this show
both tinancially and in
the number and quality of the exhibits.
In the line of supplies there were a numI can say

was a

success,

ber of exhibits. Several kinds of patent
rooting felts and papers were on exhibition. Kendall <& Whitney had a good
display of poultry feeds and appliances.

Joseph Breck Λ* Sons of Boston hail a
similar display. Hollis, Park ά Pollard
of Boston had a very attractive display,
and Harmon Λ Harris of Portland had a
display of goods including "everything
for poultry," of which they may be
justly proud. Several kinds of green
bone cutters were on exhibition.
The anuual business meeting, which I
had the pleasure of attending, brought
together a company of men, who were
wide awake and alert for the interests of
the poultry industry. A few changes
were made in the selection of officers,
and those chosen we trust will manage
the artairs of the association in the same
able manner that they have beeu conducted the past year.
While the list of premiums awarded is
long, and would be of but little local
interest, it may be well, as showing the
extent of the exhibit, to meution the
number of birds on exhibition in merely
a few of the many breeds represented:
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 123; White
Plymouth Rocks, 30; Bull Plymouth
Rocks, 30; White Wyandottes. 52; Single
Comb Rhode Island Reds, H2; Rose Comb
Rhode Island Reds, 33; besides large
numbers in many other strains.
Highland Pigeon Lofts, Woodfords,

W«ft Parte.

THE OXFORD BKAKS.

Dr. Packard's son is well on the way
It was our error in
ο ward recovery.
AU
IN
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK
, itatlng last week that the doctor called
Dr. Philoon in consultation. It was Dr.
SECTION8 OF THE COUNTY.
Ν. K. Oakes who came to see the boy.
Piria HUL
Beryl, the infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank IS. Briggs, has been very sick
Ktret Baptist Church, Rev. Β. Ο. Taylor, paator
with pneumonia, but at this writing is
l'rejftvMnK every Sun-lay at 10:43 A. M. Sunday
of Dr. Ο. K.
Sabbath Rrenlug Service at mproving under the care
School at 12 M.
Mr. Briggs haa been here for
fates.
III r. v. Y. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening.
^
Prayer Meeting Thundayeventng at 30. Cove
leveral days.
liant Meeting the laet TrWay before the lit
It is hoped that Mrs. A. L. Bowker
Sunday of the uionth at 8:30 p. M. AU not
otherwise connected ,are cordially Invited.
nay recover from her illness.
Universalis! Churcfc, Kev. J. H. Little. Paator.
There are many festive signs of the
Preaehtng service every Sunday at 10:43 A. M. I
approaching Christmas season. All the
Sunday School at 11:43 Α. M.
ι itore windows are attractively arranged,
Mr. Sewall M. Rowe, who is on the | >ut the most work lias been done on the
sick list, wishes the Democrat to extend vindows in the two drug stores, and
his sincere thanks to all the neighbors >oth Mr. White and Mr. Shurtleff have
Mr.
and friends, who in any way assisted in
large line of children's toys.
tilling his- ice house. It is a deed for ; >hurtleff has the color decorations in
>ne window of red and white and the
which he is very grateful.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Miss Mary , >ther has the prevailing color in green
Hubbard went last week to Boston, vhich makes a very effective showing,
tfr. White makes a special show of chilwhere they will spend the winter.
A Christmas entertainment, with ex- Iren's toys in one wiudowand has a nice
ercises by the young people and a tree, ] ine of dolls.
Mr. Henry Adams is stopping at C. |
will be given by the two Sunday Schools
loward Lane's.
in union, at the Universalist church,
Mrs. Augusta M. Bates of Sumner I
Saturday evening at 7:30. An invitation
is extended to all to come, and to bring | s making a few weeks' visit with her
t ion, L. C. Bates.
their gifts to be placed on the tree.
Mrs. F. D. Cummings and her two
G. L. Marston has moved into the
sons, Masters Harold and Raymond, : eut on Pioneer Street recently vacated
who are spending the winter at Taris j >y W. W. Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Bardon and
Hill, went to their home in Portland
last week to remain until after Christ- ;wo daughters, Laura and Alice,
j Saturday morning for a two or three
mas.
Kev. E. O. Taylor, pastor of the Bap- lays' trip to Lewiston and Danville.
cirlittle
tist church, has issued a neat
Osgood Swan and family from Greencular containing a pastoral greeting and wood have moved into the rent in the
an invitation to a home gathering and
wilding occupied by the Masons.
roll call, on Wednesday, January 4th.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Brown of Rumford
askare
to
be
Members not able
Palls arrived in town last Saturday for
present
will
be
rnl to respond by lettei.
few
Supper
days. Mrs. Brown has sold the
served after the roll call and appropriate house owned by her and recently vacatexercises will be held in the evening.
2(1 by Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dearborn, to
Walter E. Twitchell has cut two hun- Alfred C. I'erham, and Mr. Perham has
dred and fourteen cakes of very nice ice ilready moved in. Mr. Perham's aged
the past week from a pond made by mother, Mrs. Mary Perham, will live
building a dam in the brook on his farm. live upstairs in the house.
Mr. Twitchell thinks live to six hundred
Mr. ami Mrs.-S. W. Dunham took dincakes might be cut there.
ner on Sunday, Dec.
18, with II. G.
Our many summer residents, who are Brown and family, the occasion being I
now engaged in digging themselves out the 75th birthday of Mrs. Dunham and
of the New York snow drifts, may be Mr. Brown. It seems that they would I
interested to learn that we are still using have been twins had they happoned to
wagons, not yet having snow enough for bave the same parents.
Calvin Washburn left town recently
sleighing. In the last two storms that
buried New York and Connecticut not on the early morning train and his
one-half inch of snow fell here.
whereabouts is not known.
W. P. Linnell of Otistield bought two
The annual meeting of the Curtis IIill
week.
here
last
of
carloads
and Paris Telephone Company was held
apples
a week ago last Friday at Grange Hall.
Wilson's Mills.
The following officers were elected for
S. S. Beunett, who has been away for the coming year:
a rest and change for a number of weeks
PreeHent—Charles Dudley.
Vice-President— \Iton Wheeler.
since the loss of her home by tire, has
Treasurer—K. L. Wvinan.
returned.
H. I-urvey.
Secretary—W.
Rev. E. A. and Mrs. Tuck have re(Jiarence Stearns, Λ
Olrectors —S C. Curtl
turned from their visit to New Hamp- R. Tue'l,-lohn Porter, Howard A.Swan.
their
to
where
went
shire,
spend
they
The directors elected W. II. Lurvey as |
Thanksgiving. They were accompanied line superintendent.
a
son
Clinton
Mclaine,
their
nephew,
by
Wesley Ring and family have moved I
of the (iovernorof New Hampshire.
from the mill house into the house just
E S. Bennett is scaling for the Inter- vacated by A. C. Perham.
national Paper Co.
Unclaimed letters in West Paris post |
S. W. and A. W. Bennett have been office, Dec. 10:
boarding at W. L. Fickett's. E. S. Ben- MUe Emma Itoulet.
Charlie Klttes.
Lincoln K. Lorlng.
uett also makes it his home there when C. E. Brown.
M re. Kills J. Mareton.
.1. B. Harnett.
the
river.
on
scaling
John Nichols.
Suman W. Bealy.
Mrs. A. R. Pennock has gone to Water- K.J. Bo» η ton.
Mrs. K. C. Noyee.
her Κ rank Foster.
Mrs. Edward Fuller.
ford to spend the winter with
Frank Roes.
A.Odineky.
mother.
P. C. FIckitt, Postmaster.
Mrs. F. A. Flint has gone to Newry to
L. S. Eyster of Boston was in town I
visit her son, l'erley Flint, also to bring
still salesman for pianos
home her son Will, who has been at Tuesday. He is
and organs.
school at Hebron.
<

|

went]

|

|

|

|

East Hebron.
Rev. A. E. Kelley started for his new
lield of labor at West Falmouth last
Monday. His wife and daughter were in
Bath with her mother and sister awaitThey intend to be
ing his coming.
in
present at the quarterly meeting
January in this place. The society regret his leaving when he gave so general
satisfaction.
A sad accident occurred last week to
Diamond Perry's smart little boy. The
last report is his grandfather was dealing out the graiu for the stock, and the*
hoy took u] the box for a horse bought
a short time before, to feed the horse.
He had never been in the stall until that
The horse jumped, kicked
morning.
:ind struck the boy in a furious manuer.
The grandpareut caught the horse by
the head aud the father went over the
horse's back and brought the boy out.
One leg was badly broken from the kuee
nearly to the hip. and the bone stuck
through the desh in several places. The
other leg was broken below the knee.
Two doctors were sent for and I)r. Caldwell attends. It is hoped it will not cripple him for life.
Fourteen of Mrs. Rogers' kind neighbors and good friends came Friday and
;:ave her another wood bee.
They cut
smartly, not one lazy bee in the number.
They hatded during the afternoon anil
got a good high pile, and had a lot they
could not haul for want of time. Monday, K. U. Beals came with his team,
and Baker Phillips, and hauled all the
afternoon, and two loads could not be
hauled for lack of time that day. Mrs.
Rogers would express many thanks for
their kindness and benevolence to her,
and sincerely hopes God will bounteously reward them all through their life for
their kiud and generous deeds.
Mrs. Baker Phillips goes to visit her
father and family in Fuxcroft this week
for a short time.
Mauy family reunions are booked for
the 25th.
West Sumner.

Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee has just disposed
of the afghan which she was selling by
Mrs. Lilla Taylor was the forticket.
tunate one, No. 107 being the "drawing
card."
Mr. Wilson Ryerson has recently been
in West Sumner a few days to visit his
mother, Mrs. Uosetta Ryerson. He has
returned and is soon to go to Jamaica,
where he is to superintend a large crew
of carpenters aud builders. Mr. Ryerson is one of Sumner's sons who is meeting with excellent yet merited success.
He holds a most responsible position with
of contractors in Massaa large tir m
chusetts.
Messrs. II. T.
The ice harvest is on.
Heath and (*. II. Packard tilled their
12
and
13.
on
Dec.
ice houses
Mr. F. J. Brown has bought the
"Abbott stand" of II. W. Dunham's
Mr. C. E. Dunham will remain in
sons.
the house till spring, when Mr. Brown
will take possession.
Mrs. Augusta Bates has gone to West
Paris to remain some weeks with her
son, Mr. L. C. Bates, and family.
Wrn. A. Barrows Relief Corps, No. 79,
is to be inspected on Friday, Dec. 1ϋ, by

had a large exhibit of pigeons and won
W. II. Baker, Rana number of prizes.
dolph, had several homers on exhibition,
One of his birds tlew
and took prizes.
from Philadelphia, Pa., to Randolph,
Me., a distance of 485 miles, in β hours,
15 minutes, making a speed of a little
less than a mile a minute. Mr. Baker
took several prizes on his tine exhibits.
Lofts took several
Riverton Pigeon
prizes. B. G. Dickinson, Haverhill,
Mass., had his usual large exhibits of
pigeons, and took prizes. Mr. Dickinson is probably the largest breeder of
Diireona in New England, and we fail to
do him justice, because our knowledge
of pigeons is very limited.
"The Farms" at Old Orchard, bad
Ταηηία I
I
P'luf Tlânf Pfûfilllanf
three tine exhibits of Mammoth Bronze
Turkeys not competing for prizes. The of Maine W. K. C.
males in two of these pens weighed 33
and 47 pounds. At "The Farms" they
Hartford.
have a six acre lot fenced in with the
went to Lewiston on
J.
Child
Koscoe
widest poultry
wire, including some
business a few days ago.
woodland, thus affording the natural
Dorothy Canwell is at home. She has
They have no trouble been
surroundings.
working in the shoo shop at Norwith cholera, and the fence has thus far
way.
kept the foxes out. This method seems
Leroy Burgess went to Dixtield last
well worth considering.
Mr. Edward Ε Ling of Portland, un- Monday.
Lewis and Enoch Child are visiting
like most people, tries to prevent his
relatives in Kumford and Andover.
hens from laying in winter and claims
Twelve scholars are reported by the
that he gets more fertile eggs in the
teacher in the town farm district.
spring in consequence. It would seem
Quite a number attended the Empire
as if he should have do trouble about
Theatre at Lewiston on the 14th.
the winter laying.
The dances at the hall have proved a
Eu C. Wads worth.
success, and a general good time. Good
music, good crowd and a good supper.
The Maine State Sanatorium.
North Albany.
The Maine State Sanatorium, situated
on (ireenwoood Hill is Hebron, is now
Miss Frances Brown is visiting her
open, and has a number of patients al- brother at North Waterford.
ready taking the treatment. As in genMrs. Carrie Penley is at her father's,
erally known, this sanatorium was built Roscoe Emery's, for a while.
for the purpose of treating incipient
Ed Good is cutting ice for John Hapcases of tuberculosis or consumption by
of Bethel.
good
is
location
The
the open air method.
Leslie and Abner Kimball are cutting
of
and
the
air
excellent, affording
purest
ice tliis woek and we hea? that several
Two farms were purchased by others want to
water.
get theirs.
the association, which will give an ex
J. C. Lewis was in this placu Wednescellent opportunity for such out-door
day
work as may be necessary for the
now but
we are

patients.

The institution now has a capacity of
about twenty patient·. Cottages and pavilions will be added as fast as practicable, and it is hoped eventually to furnish accommodations for 75 or 100 paDr. Estes Nichols is medical
tients.
director.
The annual meeting of the Maine State
Sanatorium Association was held in
Portland Tuesday. The following are
the officers:
Prevalent—Hon. John P. Hill. Augurta.
Vice President—Gen. Selden Connor, AupuU.
Secretary—l>r. Α. β. Young, Augu*u.
Treasurer— Hon. Treby Johnaon. Augusta.
Truoteeo—Or P. C. Thayer, Watervllle, Hiram
W. Kicker, Poland Spring; Hun. A. W.Hall,
Dexter; Hon. Γ. C. WhUrhouM) Topeham; Hon.
P. U. Ben), Bangor; Hon. Waldo PettengUI,
Hum ford Pall·, Dr. 9. H. Week* and Charles H.
Pnytun, Portland.

Sunshiny days

the

loggers

having

anxiously looking
begin on their lumber.

are

for

Greenwood.

The cold weather and want of

enow

be a source of trouble.
Many of the small streams are frozen
solid, causing their channels to fill with
ice, and in some places the ice is forming
The ice harvest has
across the roads.
already commenced, being a foot or
more thick aud of fine quality, there
being very little mixture of snow. They
wanted the snow to go off after that
November storm, and now they want it
are

getting

to come

We

to

again.

are

now

past the middle of the

month, and when the next half is ended
Christmas will have come and gone, and
the days will have lenthened the space
of four minutes; the very thought of
which fact gives us new courage.
That gentleman who obtained a part
of his living by borrowing things in the
night, is said to have moved away,
probably for the purpose of operating
new fields, and the people around the
City do not feel the least regret. He
stole various kinds of property there,
one thing being a pig from a litter a few
days old, and not long after, his little
girl told one of the neighbors that her
father bought a little pig at such a time,
but it hadn't learned to eat and soon
starved to death. It was well known
where the stolen goods went to, aud yet
this culprit wis allowed to pursue his
nefarious work unmolested uutil he saw
tit to leave.
Mrs. A. S. lirooks and lier son Ernest
made a very pleasant visit at tho Bennett
place during the week. Mrs. Brooks
informs us that her daughter Mary, who
is at work in the Bethel chair factory,
will soon return home and remain until
after Christmas.
John Howe lia* bought an undivided
half of the place at the crossing, soHis
called, and has moved on to it.
father-in-law, Chas. B. Brooks, will
make it his home with him a part of the
time.
We have had occasion to remark more
than once that there is only one thing
constant and that is change, and the little instrument used in writing is no exception to the rule. Sixty years ago the
lead pencil was practically unknowu, all
writing being done with pen and ink,
the pen made of a goose quill, until the
steel pen came into use.
But now everything along that line is
changed; we write a good many letters
every ye' r aud all are written in peucil,
also receive a large number and nearly
all are written in the same manner. But
the best pencil writing we have ever seen
was a letter written the other day by
Mrs. Vienna Tenney, of Poland, to her
brother, Freelaud Herrick, who is still
at work on the Bennett place.
Every
letter was perfection itself and the same
could be said of each line, although the
paper was unruled.
We were not surprised when reading
the death of Lucius B. Alley in the last
paper, since his sister, the widow Howard, informed us last summer that he
was fast going out and it was doubtful if
he lived to see the close of the year. Mr.
Alley was our highly esteemed cousin,
and we may refer to him again in the
near future.
neoron.

J. Ε. Bartlett of Boston bas been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.

Bartlett.
The Ladies'

Circle supper was on
Tuesday evening and tbe young people

had a sociable.
Wires are up for the Sanatorium tele-

phone.

Prof. Sargent is in New York for a
short vacation.
Miss Gertie George is spending a week
in Auburn, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. II.
H. Gurney. While there Miss George
will attend tbe meeting of the State

to

lorlis

Morgan,

died last

Saturday

after

week's illness. Funeral services were
ield at tbe home of hi· parents Tuesday
fternoon, Rev. F. C. Potter officiating,
'he abundance of flowers from the fami-'
y and friends, tbe Junior League and a
teautiful pillow from Superintendent
tastings, bis teacher and classmates,

estified tu tbe love borne this young
toy who bad many friends in the com·
uunity. Very much sympathy is extressed for the family.
Miss Miriam Ilerrick, daughter of
fudge Herrick, has returned after a
hurt stay in Portland.
The chair factory has shut down for
short time to take account of stock
,nd prepare for the beavy winter's work
rhich is before it.
Postmaster Billings was called to
last Tuesday on
Vestboro, Mass.,
«count of tbe critical illness of his
laughter Âlice, who has been there sevirai weeks for medioal treatment.
Mrs. Charles Mason and her daughter,
diss Fannie Mason, have returned from
'ortland where they went on account of
he illness of Mrs. Levi Greenleaf.
The Academy opened the winter term
Tuesday. Several new faces are seen
imong the students this term.
The Bethel Athletic Association held
ball in Odeon Hall Thursday evening.
It wan the second in the series to be givjn this winter.
A pleasant reminder that Christmas
will soon be here is the large number of
ihoppers and the shop windows so pret;ily decorated.
Work

Bryant's

will

be

Pond.

resumed

in

Mann's

slothespin mill the first of the week.
The Uni verbalist society have pur,-hased a new round oak heater and put
ato their church, and propose to lay

11

Buckfleld.
ngersoll Watches.
The expense of repairs on the Oxford
▲ Fine present for any boy, Niokel
< bounty Telephone line after the atorm
or Gun Metal finish, $1.00 and 91.60.
was
1660.
> λ reported
Pete Eastman has moved on to the ! ι lolls and Dolls' Heads.
'1
ι Vaite farm on North Hill.
In large variety, and prices from lc.
About twenty-eeven people went to the
1 Empire to witness the play of the Sleepup. Dressed and Undressed.
i ng Beauty and the Beast. When I was I
i boy a protracted meeting was a draw- ( iames
1
i ng card, where they could go and be
Of all kinds and all prices.
< mtertained some days and fed on tbe
i at of the
ι noney

land.

nowadays.

jnen Books

Entertainments cost

Fred Record
I riends in Lewiston.

has

recently

and otber styles for children, β, 10

visited

and 20c.

John Ellingwood of West Paris is in
I he employ of Irish Bros., die block

i Few

ι nanufacturers.
The writer sent a

books,

list of the inhabI tants of our Lome school district in
Liivermore, of seventy years ago, to the
It appeared Dec.
: L<ewiston Journal.
: 0.
On Dec. 12 a man (a widower) neari ng his ninetieth birtnday received a
etter from a widow of eigbty-four.
They had had no knowledge of each
for 64 years.
< )ther's
whereabouts
iVhether this correspondence ie with a
new to closer union we are usable to
<

Mr. and Mrs. Melcher are in Portland
visit.

on a

Mrs. L. J. Gammon has gone to West tractive.
Ermiuie Smith, Marion Johnson and
Paris to work for her daughter, Alice
Helen Giles are at home from Fryeburg
Bean.
Dennis Adams went to Norway Friday Academy for the holidays.
Jacob Colby has been confined to the
and returned Sunday.
Jennie Lawrence bas got back from boose for several weeks.
Mrs. Hattie M. Sanborn was in FryeAndover and ia at L. J. Gammon'·.
Mrs. Will Culbert and daughter Mag- burg hut Thursday.
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. met last
gie have both been quite sick.
Will Culbert haa bought another Saturday.
The Grange mat lut Tueaday evening.
horse of Abel Andrew· of Albany.

1

and

sets, Glove, Handkerchief, and Necktie boxes, in large

old, ever
styles at 50c. pack.

in the new backs and

rite

land Mirrors.

Dec. 13th from Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Elinde of Portland an invitation to be
present the 16th inst. at tbe sixty-fourth
mniveraary of their marriage. And the
lay of their marriage I remember as
though it were but yesterday—a mild,
wet uay, with slumpy roads necessitating the walking of horses.
Dec. 10th with Buckfleld Grange came
the election of officers:
)n

Long handled in wood backs and
celluloid, white beauties for 81.00
to $2.00.

»andy
In

Fancy

X-mas boxes at 30, 35 and

60c.

Fountain Pens.

~"

O.—F. A Cooper.
L —Sadl Thorn.
8.—W. Λ. Turner.
Chap Mre. A. F. Warren.
Sec.—John Moore.
Adelbert Parsons.
Trees
Ceree.—Oe'ta Parsons.
Pomona—Mrs Estella Cooper.
Flora—Mr* W.A.Turner.
Ο. Κ —Ernest Churchill.
Ex. Com —A. T. Cole.
Chorister— F. M. Cooper.
Organist—Joele Shaw.

A

large

Buy

—

one

assortment of pen points.
for your friend and then

A Good Present
For Christmas.

oilcloth in the entries and on the
loor where the old gallery used to be,
A'hich will make a great improvement
The
η the looks of the interior.
All the stores have put on their ChristHouse to
to
Post
Next
Office, South Paris.
Dec. 10 was the day and occasion of
ina* attire and have some very prettily
was very
hall
The
fair.
the
show
windows.
grange
house, in South
iecorated
Bankrupt's Petition for
for the
Chester Tuttle, the high school teach- prettily arranged with booths
In the matter of
seven room«, with stable, hen
)
Paris,
of articles of various kinds. The
HENRY KERR,
[in Bankruptcy. house, half an acre of land and fruit
jr, returned Sunday night, and com- tuile
Bankrupt. )
winter session Monday nearest approach to agricultural implemenced
the
WALTER H. SVVETT,
ments was a separator on exhibition by To the Hon. Clakence Hale, Judge of the Γ»Ιβ- trees.
morning.
trlct Court of the United States for the District
South Pa·is.
Mrs. John Hathaway received a letter B. F. Lester for the Vermont Farm
of Maine:
κ ERR, of Parle, In the County
from her mother, Mrs. Gibbs Wyman, Machine Company. The main feature
of Oxford, ami State of Maine, In
this week, saying there was four inches of the evening was the three-act drama,
District, respectfully represent* that on
>f snow in Abington, Mass., and very Tompkins' Hired Man, with the follow- the £ind day of October, last
past, he was duly
cold weather.
ing cast of characters:
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relatingBankruptcy; that he hat duly surrenby us in two years is the honest
Mrs. Kdwin Colo is somewhat better Mr. Asa Tompson, a prosperous farmer
dered all hie property and rights of property,
evidence we offer yon tliut our
who cannot tolerate deceit, Mr. A. F. Warren
than she was last week, but still ie not
and ha·» fully complleu with all the requirements
noblenature'»
are right. We require
of
methods
hired
man,one
Dixie, the
in very good health.
Mr. John Moore of said Acte and of the orders of Court touching no payment In advance. We use our own
men,
his bankruptcy.
Mr. Benson is still caring for Alden John Ilemlngton, a Une young man In love
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed money toadvertise your property. Weneed
Mr. Β. K. Gerrleh
with Louise
Chase, who remains in about the same
by the Court to have a full discharge from all more farms to complete the assortment for
Jerry, a half grown, awkward country lad,
debts
condition.
provable against bis estate under said our new catalogue. ocopv of which will go to
Mr. Joe Wlthlngton
Acts, except such debts as are ex- more than 20,000 larm buyers everywhere.
bankruptcylaw
Mrs. M. Bean is keeping house for Louise, the daughter whom Mr. Tompkins
from such dlscbxrge.
by
cepted
Cole
Josle
Mrs.
his
own
be
We sell stores, mills, slums and hotels too.
to
believes
Edwin Maiin.
this
12th dav of December, A. D. 1904.
Dated
the only daughter born to Mr. anil
Write toduy for our FREE farm description
HESRN KRRR, Bankrupt.
The Eastern Star presented the drama Julia,
Mrs. Sara Morrill
Mrs. Tompkins
blanks. Address,
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
"Millie the Quadroon" to the public Ruth, a niece of Mr. Tompkins, boarding
C. A. STROUT FARM ΑΟΚΝΟΥ,
at the Tompkins homestead,
District ok Maine, se.
Thursday evening, Dec. loth. This play
Tremont Temple·
ISO \UMn Htreet,
Mrs. Belle Xu'ty
On this 17th day of Dec., A. D. 1904, on readDoetoa.
York City.
is a very long one, but was well enjoy- Mrs. Sarah
Sew
Tompkins, a woman with a
ing the foregoing petition, It Is
ed. Most of the parts were well represecret that embitters her
be
had
a
That
the
Ordered by
Court,
hearing
A gonte.
Mrs. Clara Wlthlngton
sented.
upon the same on the 6tb day of Jan., A. D. W. O. FBOTHINOI1AM, Soutb Parle, D. M.
said DisFranklin Grange will hold an all day Ice cream and cake were on sale. Tbe 1905, before said Court at Portland, In
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; ami that no- FRENCH, Norway.
meeting Dec. 17, for its annual election main feature was the financial side of tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoof officers.
A silk quilt was drawn by Mrs. crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
$143.
all known creditors, and other persons In
Turner, 80 years of age. A case of that
Interest,
appear at the said time and place,
East Bethel.
canned corn presented by Mr. Gerry of and showmay
cause, If any they have, why the
Miss Agnes Brooks from Upton is tbe East Sumner corn company fell to prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
A Christmas Tree to 3,000 Slum Children.
teaching the winter term of school in Mrs. Florian Jordan.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known crédthis place.
itera copies of said petition and this order, ad12,000 Uncooktd Christmas Dinners
Lovell.
to Destitute City Families.
Miss Hester Kimball bas
dressed to them at their places of residence m
gone to
stated.
Christmas Dinner to the
Hartford where she is teaching in the
About 3 o'clock Saturday afternoon,
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
Homeless.
union school.
the 10th inst., fire was discovered com- the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
Relief to Deserving Poor
In said District, on the 17th day of Dec-, A. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett very
the
of
ell
of
roof
the
the
out
of
part
ing
All Through the Winter.
pleasantly entertained a number of their American House. The church bell was 1904.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.]
Seven
We solicit your aid in
friends last Friday evening.
A
and
onler
thereon.
the
of
began
true
immediately
copy
petition
rungand
people
this wcrk of bringing joy
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
tables were set for progressive whist. to remove the household goods, as there
and gladness to the thouSwan
II.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlett and George
was no means of stopping the flames.
sand; of desiitute and
Wanted.
won the first prizes.
despairing. The smallThe wind was not strong but it was soon
est donation thankfully
Mrs. Elice J., wife of D. \V. Cole, died found that the buildings of Mrs. Swett
To buy a quantity of White Ash
received by
at her home here Dec. 10th, aged βΐ would also gc, and a large part of the
COLONEL WILLIAM EVANS
wood in the bolt or log to be deliverFuneral services were
also.
there
from
years, 5 months.
removed
were
goods
IM from girt u soimtio* 850 Washington Street
held at the Union church, Locke's Mills,
The enow had now been melted by the ed on cars at South Paris Station.
Boitofl, Mill.
imp Xmoê Trt*% Βυ*οη, 1AU.
Rev. F. C. Potter of the M. E. church,
for same.
cash
and water enough was running at
heat,
Highest
Mr.
One
Bethel, officiating.
year ago
the side of the street for use, and a For information
of
FOIt MALE.
Cole was called to part with his only strong fight was mado to save the buildARTHUR
HEBBARD,
of
and
the
deepest sympathy
daughter,
in the vicinity. On the north aide
A
ings
Maine.
his many friends is extended to him in Seth Ilutchins1 stable caught in many
Will sell at a
ed. but little used.
his second great sorrow.
places and is badly blackened. This was WΕ need α reliable inan (or woman) to sell our
fire
of
use
the
extinguishers.
saved by
family remedies direct to the homes of South good bargain.
Hiram.
On the south of the Swett buildings was Paris. St ady work and good pay to the right
H. N. BOLSTER.
A series of evening meetings have been the residence of Mrs. Annie W. Heald. person. Address, "D," Democrat Office.
held in Iliram, East Hiram village. A line of men were stationed on the
Kev. Messrs. Palmer of the Congregaridgepole, and supplied with plenty of
tional church. Potter of the Methodist water
they kept the roof well wet down
church and Iloyt of the Universalist and drowned out the little fiâmes as
have
church
cordially co-operated. they started up from pieces of burning
They have been aided by Kov. Wm. G. shingles. The wall of this hpuse was of
Mann of Cumberland Mills, and Mr. Guy brick, which was of aid in stopping the
Irving Waltz of Boston, an evangelist flames, but the finish and :oping had to
and singer. The meetings have been be
kept wet all the time. The heat here
well attended and a good interest prevails. was ro great that some faces were blisOn Friday, the ltitb, the Congregation- tered in facing it.
It's time now to be
will be here in a few
al church held an annual church meetThe hardest fight was to save the
a
very store of Barnes Walker standing just
ing at the church, preceded by
gathering your gifts before the best things are gone.
pleasant dinner at the banquet hall of across the street from the two burning
a
suitable to
This store is brimful of
Mt. Cutler Grange.
buildings. Owing to its height it was
Mr. Joseph Wadsworth of Bartlett, difficult to reach the roof and this was
the public we shall
To
accommodate
man or boy.
M. II., is visiting his sister, Mrs. Wm. found to be on fire in several places.
H. Douglass.
Soon ladders were placed, men went up
be open every evening until Christmas.
sheriff to the
Mr. Mclntire of Waterford,
ridgepole from the back side, a
elect, was in town Wednesday and line of men supplied water and these
Thursday.
fires were put out. It was then only a
matter of holding the ground now until
Albany.
the fire should abate, which was done.
We
make a desirable gift.
Much of the glass in Walker's store
Deer hunting time has closed. Now
A full and complete stock
would like to show you our
comes a day's rest for man and animals. was broken by the heat, and the paint is
of holiday gloves and mitKoscoe Peabody had the misfortune peeled and cracked badly. When the
stock of these garments.
in moDress
tens.
to get the front leg of his stallion broken peoplo look at the effects of the heat
brown and blue
deand
and
back
on
the
another
themselves
kicked
bv being
horse,
by
they pat
chas, cape or reindeer, lined coats with
for
is
fire
It
a
boss
kill
the
horse.
the
fighters.
great clare themselves
they had to
or without, all sizes,
loss, as he was a horse just coming tnto Help was called by telephone from No.
$ -5°»
'-5°
uote.
4, the Center, North Fryeburg and FryeReindeer gloves with silk
Will McNally has returned to his work burg, and there were many from all
His family seem to be those places giving needed help, and to
on the railroad.
$1.50
lining,
out of danger now from the sickness whom the heartiest thanks of this village
Reindeer
gloves with
A hath robe should be in
are rendered.
with scarlet fever.
or opossum
lamb,
every man's wardrobe.
The American House was ineured at
Nina F. Bean, having closed her school
at Songo Pond, has gone to Frost Hill, the agency of C. E. Tolinan, South Paris,
lining, warm and stylish,
Blue and gray robes in
and Mrs. Swott's house in a Massachu$2 to 3
Norway, to teach another term.
patterns for ... .$3.50
Amos L. Bean has gone to Lewjston setts agency.
Better
qualities for ...$5
of
Christian
the
donation
The annual
on business.
Green and gray robes,
The signs are that wedding bells church to its minister was made at the
for....
will ring again in Albany on or before vestry of the church Tuesday evening.
$6
very
Christmas.
Many were present, and the presence of
at Christdemand
in
Carter Grover and wife visited at West so many resulted in many presents.
White cambric,
mas time.
C. O. Andrews of South Taris was
Bethel one day this week.
here this week.
blue, red and fancy borderSumner.
Our Christmas neckwear
Sheriff-elect Mclntire was in the place
ed handkerchiefs,
5c.
Ε. B. Philbrick went to Auburn re- Friday, also W. II. Kilgore of North
shows a host of attractive
White handkerchiefs, hemcently and returned with a very nice Waterford.
>tyles and colorings. Plain
stitched border,
Edison phonograph.
colors and beautiful combi
and
10c.,
School commenced in tho Morrill Dis25c.
15c.
nations,
25c. and 50c.
J. E. Richardson has finished hauling
Initial handkerchiefs,
trict, Dec. 5th, under the instruction of
his pine timber.
Humbert Thomas.
to 50c
Nettie Morrill went to Lewiston SatGeorge Leighton of Sbelburne, Ν. H.,
is having supplies hauled to White Valurday shopping.
Fletcher Parlin and wife of South ley, whore he has a crew of men in
made of silk clastic and
Paris visited her sister, Mrs. W. E. Bow- camp.
trimmed with ribbon bow
The Grange met last Friday and electkei·, who is very poorly, one day last
officers. Three more candidates
week. They took little Laura home ed
and
would
What man or
buckle,
were balloted on to come in next time
with them to care for a while.
not like a new sweater? Our
25c. and 50c.
we meet.
and
is
full
stock
North Paris.
complete.
waR
seen
in
Mr.
Burbank's
A deer
Men's sweaters in black
Paris door yard. Mr. Griffin shot him. It
Rev. Mr. Clifford of South
wat>
and gray
$1 to 6
quite a small one, about 50 pounds
preached at the M. £. church Dec. 11.
F. E. Guwell killed a seven and a half weight.
Each
for holiday giving.
Plain bodies with different
inonthe pig which dressed 328 1-2 pounds,
in fancy individual box,
colored collar and cuffs,
Mason.
lie has over 100 fowls to kill this week.
colors,...... .$2 to 5
50c. and $1
There will be a Christmas tree at the
Mrs. Lovejoy ia visiting in Norway.
church
the
of
Dec.
24th.
Baptist
evening
The scholars are preparing for the
The Baptist and Methodist churches Christmas tree at the church Dec. 23d.
will unite.
Harry Blanchard left Camp Caribou
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Foes made a dying for New
Jersey last Monday.
trip to North Paris Dec. 13th, returning
Ur. and Mrs. Cyrus Mills returned
the 14th.
home last Monday after a visit of three
Mrs. Ella Andrews is quite poorly.
weeks among friends and relatives.
lew

BROOKS,

want to

NORWAY, MAINE.

Pharmacist,

Let.

Story-and-a-half

Discharge.

HENRY

price paid
inquire

Army

good style sleigh. Newly paint-

Norway,

Christmas
days.

give

things

House Coats

Gloves.

gloves

Gray,

fancy linings

$5

Bath Robes.

squirrel

fancy

Handkerchiefs

heavy,

always

Neckwear.

Qileadi

Arm Bands

Sweaters.

fancy

boy

Suspenders

B.

FOSTER.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Brownfield,

Gold Watches and Chains,
Solid Silver and Plated Ware,

Charms and Lockets,
Plain and Stone Rings.

present teachers.

fund of cheerfulness and vivacity, hence
the social and festive gatherings were
not complete without her presence.
Rev. Bowley Green of Portland de- She was one of two ladies who started
livered the second lecture in the course the movement to establish the Hiram
Wednesday evening. Subject, "England Free Pablic Library. She was also an
esteemed member of the Orange, the
md the English.1'
The Division of Sons of Temperance Order of the Eastern Star and the Pythian
observed the anniversary of the organ- Sisterhood. The latter society attended
ization of the order with an entertain- her funeral, and rendered the last sad
tnd impressive honors.
Rev. Hervey
ment and supper Thursday evening.
The ladies circle of the Congregational H. Hoyt, pastor of the Universalist
lociety met Wednesday afternoon with Bhureh, preached a very eloquent and
Mrs. Miles French.
somforting sermon. The floral tributes
Linneus Millett, James Dunbar and placed by friendly hands will fade and
Clarence Keene have returned from their perish, but the fragrance of her pure and
hunting trip. They shot one large deer, beautiful life aud her tender devotion to
ber
and friends will linger, long
tfr. Millett bad a narrow
etoape from a In family
ι ibot by a hunter, which
loyal memories and faithful hearts.
through
lie cap taking off a look of hair from hi·
Hiram, Dec. 8th, 1904.
LLawu.LTX ▲. Wadswobth.
]

Spectacles and Eye Glasses in
All Grades.
Jeweler and Graduate Optician,

passed

1

GIFTS!

i

1

♦

%

boy you

i

look further than

not have to

2

(

I

lots of. We buy in large
Neckwear and Handkerchiefs we always sell
Ties lOcts. to Mets.
quantities and our assortment is extensive.
Handkerchiefs, initial, 5 cts. to 50 cts. Plain, 2 cts. to 50 cts.
Our line is better than Î
Fancy Braces, Armlet* Always acceptable.
V
All
ever.
prices.
a man Is always hunting after,
Things
Pine.
Cuff Buttons, Shirt Stud·,
g
to $1.75.
Mufflers and Mufflets. Winter needs. 25 cts.
φ
work or dress, Fur, Leather, ν
Qloves and B|ittene, lined and unlined, for
£
or Worsted, 25 cts. to |6.
*

to $.;.
Umbrellas, a large stock for the holidays. 30 cts.
for a boy
Sweaters, Cardigans, Wescuts. Just the garment

or

a

man

γ

Bath Robes.

House Coats.

these for themA necessity now, a luxury no more. Men seldom buy
selves but it is one of tlio things they hope to get Christmas. We have
them from $4 to $<ί. Can get you better if you want.

Suite, Overcoats, Fur Coate
If you
after Christmas.

sec ours.

buy one

V

Ϊ

given quite extensively now. Cull and
and it is not all right we will gladly change

nothing could please
Ulsters.
Fur Caps, Cloth Caps, Hats, Beefers,
one

OUR

AT

WE WANT TO SEE YOU

♦

^

STORES.

SEE

him more.
*

WHAT

DON'T BUY UNLESS YOU

WE HAVE.

Ο

f

«ire

$10 to $15. If he hasn't

Bain Coats.

t
♦

who is out of doors.

*

FIND WHAT YOU WANT.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS.

ο

For Christmas!

Ready

SEE OUR LINE OF

AND

STOCKS

FANCY

HANDKERCHIEFS.

Also

a

make

a

choice line of FANCY ARTICLES which will

pretty gift.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

HOLIDAY GIFTS
What would be more acceptable to your friends than Footweir? Call and inspect our stock and make your selection
You can find
For Men and Boys.

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, Overshoes,

Rubbers, Leggins, Socks, Etc.

For Ladles and cmidren.

Boots, Oxfords, Slippers, Beaver

Lined Boots and Slippers, Gaiters,
Overshoes, Wool Soles, Socks, Etc.
We also carry a good line of
SUIT CASES which make very

W, 0. L G. W.
Ladies'
For

our

TRUNKS, BAGS and DRESS
accptable gifts.

Frothingham,
MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Specialty

-

X MAS TRADE
Line

a

we

Store.

=

have added to
Line of

our

Complete

Regular

LADIES' TOILET ARTICLES,
PERFUME, FACE POWDER, TOOTH POWDER, COMPLEXION'
POWDER, HAIR TOXIC, BROOCHES, LOCKETS, PIXS, HAND-

KERCHIEF BOXES, PIN CUSHIONS, BED SLIPPERS
OTHER THINGS TOO XU Μ Ε ROUS TO MENTION.

SUIT,

COAT,

AND

COLLAR,

FUR

OR
DRESSING
WAIST
SACK WOULD MAKE A NICE PRESENT. PRICES RIGHT AND
GOODS NEW AXD UP-TO-DATE. GIVE US A CALL AXD SEE
XO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
OUR X-MAS BARGAIN'S.

WRAPPER,

HOSE,

CASTORIA

UNDERWEAR,

M. LUNT,

L.
Telephone 18 4

136 Wain

St, Norway

For Infants and Children,

The Kind You Have Always Bought

°f

Buy Something Useful
We have

a

large

for

store and it is full of all kinds of

FOOTWEAR.

UP-TO-DATE

here you will have a large line to select from and
you will be sure to find what you want, and the prices are right.
We have one of the largest stocke of all kinds of footwear in the

If you

State.

CHRISTMAS

a man or

GiVe Him Something Useful.

Many

H.

please you'll

around"

"looking

If it's

stores, because there are lots of serviceable
things to choose from that he will surely appreciate.

500 Farms Sold

The Salvation

what to get.

are

our

one

beat every
Sled on the hill.

send them in and I will fit them on
the point. Prices from $1.50 to $<>.00.

—

wondering

and save his shoes

favor-

People

lias commenced.

THAT STEERS.

Buy the boy

Shopping!

Christmas

the

A SLED

numbers.

'laying Cards

see

j

BLUE STORES

Flexible Flyer

nice ones, to close out,

some

Manicure

lecide.
Coincident with the above I received

W. M.—Henry Parsons.

CALL AT

at wholesale price.

Obituary.
Rev. Mr. Clough is in very poor health.
Mrs. Cassanda L. Twitchell, widow of
Miss Jane Staples, who has been on the late Col. Joseph P. Twitchell, and
Grange.
the the sick list for a number of weeks, is daughter of the late Bartlett and Sarah
C. II. George will leave for
very much better. Also Mrs. Drusilla demons, .died in Hiram, Nov. 28th, aged
Grange Monday.
Miss Maidie Moody is at home from a Chapman.
54 years, 3 months, 20 days. On the
Mrs. Burnell is filling her new store 24th during a severe spell of coughing
visit to Auburn.
with
Christmas
who
bas
been
teachHerbert Bowman,
goods.
she ruptured a blood vessel near the
Mr. Carl Blake is doing an immenee base of the brain, causing cerebral heming tbe high school at Baring, Maine,
clothes
business
in
the
home
factory.
dryer
night.
Saturday
got
orrhage, followed by paralysis of the
Mr. Frank Johnson is hauling ChrietMr. A. G. Bowman bas this fall made
right side. After a few hours she begreat improvements in his house. The mae trees to the station to be shipped to came unconscious and thus remained
until death. She leaves one son, two
sitting room has been enlarged by a Boston, Mass.
We are having terribly cold weather. daughters, one brother and two sisters,
spacious bay window and a piazza bas
been built across the end of the house Rain is hoped and prayed for in Brown- and a very large circle of friends to
New windows have field, as many wells are dry and fount- whom she was endeared by her many
next the street.
been put in and changes made inside tbe ains are very low.
She wa* a lady of
amiable qualities.
Our village schools a *e in a flourishing kind and sympathetic nature, bright
house, making it one of tbe prettiest
condition under the instruction of oar and buoyant spirit, and an inexhaustible
around here.

East Brownfield.
Mrs. Brown, who lives with her son,
North Stoneham.
Will Walker, fell recently breaking her
Watson McAllister, wife, and three arm. She is getting along nicely.
Tbe W. C. T. U. held its regular meetchildren, of Waverford, visited Mrs.
McAllister's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. ing this month.
The Christmas displays are very atSawyer, Saturday and Sunday.
snow so as

Bethel.
Fred Morgan, son of Mr. and Mrt.

come

Also

Trunks, Bags, and Suit Cases.
Please Call and See

Us.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

IN OPERA HOUSE
Ε. N.

BLOCK,

SWETT, Manager.

NORWAY, MAINL.

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

TELEPHONE H9-3.

.USEFUL

GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS!
I bave a LARGE LINE OF BOSTON BAGS /rom 50 cents to $3.50.
selling a nice Leather Lined, 12-inch Boston Bag (or $1.23.
My line of SUIT CASES will please you. The prices run from 75
I an)

cents to $0.00.

FUR ROBES for tho

baby

from $3.00 to $rt.00.

STREET BLANKETS from 85 cents to $5.00.

SLEIGH BELLS from 50 cents to $2.50.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerI.ucker
91 Main «t..

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Th KM Yn Urn Alwijs Bnfkt

Norway. Maine.
<*

Xtt« ΦχΐηΛ gtmsivnt

Christmas In all the store windows.

SOCTHPAEIS.
0RA*1>

TXCHX

NOBWAT.

Meeting of the Good Cheer Wednesday at 2 p. m.
Frank B. Nichols of
in town Monday.

was

KA1LWAT.

Commencing December 4, 1904,

Maine's "murder

belt"

in

Tori

County baa come into prominenoe «gal:

P. A.

by a shooting affray in Lebanon. Wei
On Tuesday Henry O. Holden wm ley Fall, a lumber contractor, is the vie
before the Municipal Court on a charge tira of the shooting, which was done b;
of cruélty to animals, in leaving a cow John Goodwin. Fall recently purchase*
a tract of land
Goodwin's father

the Bath Timeu

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

*3

SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A.

SHURTLEFF & CO.
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ow
1
Market
Square,
38
-H. M. BERRY,
Moore an<l Dupres.
y ears ago, when a cloth mill was started j
(question his statement.
Ε
Μ.
BENNETT,
* rhere Shurtletl's grain mill now is, she ; ] >uet, Stay In Your Own Hack Yard,.
I
South Paris.
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L. li. Cole is soon to open a meat
Shepard Sifter*.
Buckfield, Me.
Might the weavers who were employed, i 'ambourtne eolo
Master Kaymond Penfold.
market and bakery in the store formerly
aving herself learned the trade in LowSwing Dose Gates Ajar
ip;»*d by Mrs. Lunt in Maxim Block. ® II, Mass., and it is probable that she is ong,
Carrie Tucker.
Mr. and Mrs. Cole will occupy rooms in
in
Part II.
laborers
lie last survivor of the
the rear of the store. The necessary
In tliis department we have a full line
j
ill. She leaves two children, David Β. ι 'rlo, Memory,
change» in the buildiug are now in
Bradbury, Mrs. Smiley, Mr. Tower. :
We
L»f nearly everything in infanta' wear·
These make acceptable gifts.
IToodbury ami Mrs. Frank A. Farrar, j ong andMrs.
IIIIIIIIIIIIINIHIIIIHIIMIIHII
Bobolink'* Fancy Ball
dance,
progress.
j oth of Paris.
ibles.
Marjorle Barker, Merton Tower. ] lave a large line of good styles.
Fred Moore
ong, A Sail In a Piping Breeze
Twn thousand cakes of ice were taken
[)\E I.OT blankets made from Shetland
The new boilers at the power station .amp Balancing Act,
Walter Chandler. ( )NE LOT
of white lawn, good
aprons
farmers
the
■ it of
for
mill
King's
pond
t Steep Kalis were connected Sunday, ι >uet, Young Heart*, Mrs. Kimball, Mrs.Smiley.,
lloss, cream colored with pink and
size, 4-inch hem, 2 tucks and hamhurg
Al Le Valley.
The work was finished j!
in that vicinity.
blue stripe, fringed end*, :U)x3t; inches,
'he work of moving the smoketack and lanjo eolo
...
.25
insertion,
Harry Newcoiul>e.
»>t M
ia>. and it was none too soon, j " taking the connections took up all of j louolocue,
«1.00
irand Finale, by the original and only cake
with
t'lir the water was rapidly going out
waitress'
LOT
straps
)NE
4
aprons,
walkers,
he day and part of Mouday, the power
ON Κ LOT infants' leggins and drawers
Esther Tower, Grace
size
from under, and within a day nearly all.
the
deep
Finney,
over
Marguerite
shoulder,
large
9
8
and
Monday
eiug put on between
combined, in white and black, knit
Goodwin, Iva Russell, Charlotte Young,,
.25
t!i·· ice that remained was lying on the
hem,
Meatime the lights were off
" lotning.
Delia Moore, Wlnûeld Kimball, Don Brlgge.j
.50
from heavy yarn,
bottom.
Steve
the
Even
Carl
not
Unhal Gammon,
Boyuton,
a ud the car was
running.
)NE LOT aprons of good white lawn,
Harold Anderson.
white
knit
LOT
Dupres,
ONE
edged
v workmen and clerks who travel regularjackets,
β-inch hem, 3 hemstitched tucks, 2The factory of the Mason ManufacturChorus.
with pink and blue, ribbon around the
r two or four trips a day, had to ko on
.50
inch insertion, large size,
irig Co. is shut down for two weeks, dur- fI. K>t
Mr*. Lewis Brook·,
1rs. Mark Pride,
.39
Kerosene
lamps
edge,
morning.
Monday
Carrie Tucker,
1rs. Geo. Wlnslow,
ing which time repairs and changes will t >ok the
)NE LOT waitress' aprons of fine lawn,
Iva Russell,
place of electricity for the Sun- Ilara Sehnuer,
ONE LOT knit jackets, white, blue and
be made. It will start up again Jan. 2d.
ruffled
straps
Alice Schnuer,
large size, deep hem,
d ay evening meetings. We now have ■race Goodwin,
.50
Λ largely increased business has beeu
.50
pink, good weight, cord at neck,
Eita Never*,
*rs Eugene Russell,
over shoulder,
opes of better lights than we had for larguerlte Kinney,
Esther Tower,
done this year, and for the past three
of
kimonos
LOT
infants'
ONK
outing
two years.
Clara Shepard,
harlotte Young,
months an average of three cars a week t lie past
James Dunn,
Lima Shepard,
flannel, in cream, blue, pink, very
of toys and novelties has been shipped.
Order of service at the Baptist church, iteve Dupres,
Gene Stevens,
.25
neat,
Ned Burnell,
.ce Crockett,
^ >ec. 25, 11*04:
:
Arthur Hill,
Mt. Pleasant Kebekah Lodge is in a
fred Moore,
colors and
several
wool
Κ
LOT
ON
socks,
Mozart.
Ulorla,
olu: tary,
Urshal Gamm n,
'red Brown,
.25
very flourishing condition at present.
Mzes, very warm,
loxokgv.
Carl Roynton,
These make useful gifts and note that
larold Anderson,
We have a largo line of the late novelAt its last meeting four were taken into | esp<:n>lve Kea>llug.
nd Penrold.
Kaym
Bleared Christmas Mora."
can be kept.
the ni ils more than a ON Κ LOT mittens in cream, pink anil
will
Mr* A. N. French, j ies in hand bags.
the ! ilge, making twenty-two that have J tit hull, "It Is the
What
Em'ma
Abbott,
Committee—
please
Bartlett.
.25
blue, several sizes,
Hre. A. E. Norscwoithy, Mr*. M. L. Kimball.
LOT umbrellas, 2ft-inch, fast black,
jni.'d this year, with Mrs. Clara Howard s I'rtpturc.
)NE LOT bags of leather, several styles, ONE
pretty fur set? We are showing a nice
steel rod. natural
mercerized
covering,
in the chair. After the regular meeting ι ra\ er.
tine
of
muslin,
iufants'
l)NK
LOT
handslips
line of sets in prices from $1.2·"» to $<{.50.
black, tan and gray, leather
the Angele* Song,"
*1.00
Double Wedding.
wood and sterling handles,
hemstitched hem, yoke of lace inser.50
Friday evening of this week there will f esi'on+c, "LUten toMr. tutting.
Mrs. Andrews
les,
ONE LOT of white Angora fur, neat
be an entertainment and a good at- ( ffe:t >ry. DIenel.
fast
tion and tucks, rutile on yoke, lace
!
A very pretty double weddinir ocsize,
LOT umbrellas, regular
ONE
round
muff,
sateen
firm
little
of
collar,
lined,
leather,
good
j iitlum, '-Hark, Hark, with Harpe of Uolil."
tendance is looked for.
urred Thursday evening, Dec. 8th, at.< )NE LOT bags
edged, cuff of lace and insertion, $1.50
mercerized and siik and linen
black
25
•SI
Hauscoin.
leather
braided
handles,
moire lined,
be home of Mr. and Mre. James Russ, !
metal handles,
$1.50|
ONE
coverings,
LOTjshort dresses of good white
Jarvis M I)oble, while at work in the s ermon.
$1.50
black, tan, gray,
ONE LOT white lamb wots, neat collar,
( >f Oxford, the occasion being the marlyinu.
(
*
silk and
muslin, French style, embroidery, yoke
Is for W. J. Wheeler Wednesday,
ôst'iU'ie. Barnanl.
Carl 0. Kuss, to Miss ( )NE LOT opera bags of white printed ONE LOT umbrellas, 20-inch,
$1.30
of
their
fur,
round
son,
muff,
curly
iage
Mr. <ieo.
with tucks, rutile edged with lace, lace
»as hurt by a living chip which struck
t hoir—Ml·* Sue Wheeler, 'ourano;
linen fast black coverings, steel ro.l,
A. Bessey of Kumford Falls,
satin, gathers at top with silk cord and
rutting, tenor; Mre. Nellie Andrew··,alto; Magnolia
at neck, wide hemmed skirt with inONE LOT chinchilla hare, flat muff,
liim in the eye. The Injury was so
trimmed handles, nood values,
Mr. Herbert H.
sterling
.50
Mr. Albert Dean, base; Mrs. Agues l'en
; ilso of their nephew,
metal
fixtures,
«1.25
with head and ribbons, wide collar,
sertion, sizes I to 3,
severe that he was sent to the Eye and
$1.08
fold, wganlft.
viiss of liiimford Falls, to Miss Lillian
$2.08
satin lined,
Ear Infirmary at Portland. He is re)NE LOT opera bags, of heavy figured Many others in lino qualities and cheaper
Bethel.
ONE LOT bonnets of tucked corded
of
East
Haines
V.
Business Notices.
.59 to $3 50
ported as doing well, and the sight of
silk, shirred top with sterling fixture,
ouee, ...
silk, silk lined, trimmed with swansThe room was prettily decorated in
ONE LOT white ttiibet, long silky fur,
the eye will not be lost, but he will have
$1.00
«1.50
blue, white, black and fancy,
built
$3.50
down, silk strings,
round muff, Hat collar,
jreen and white, with an archway
t· remain for treatment for some time.
J. II. Stuart bas a tive-rootu rent, with it one end in which the bridal party
of chinchilla hate, all fur col- This is only a hint of the many things
LOT
ONE
iu
uicaacu
were
onut*»
nom
ilOOU.
|
The Universalis! Sunday School ha* g table, to let, ou High Street.
we have in stock for the little ones.
lar with tails, huge round muff, very
>lue, Miss Bussey's dress being bluet
^►■n! a barrel of clothing to the Salva85.00
neat and warm,
the
at
will
be
the
Dr. Tenney,
oculist,
Miss ;
silver.
and
with
black
:rimmed
ti ii Army in Boston, tube distributed
What makes be!ter gifts than kid
Ilm House, Norway, Tuesday of this Haines1 dress was blue with a white lace ;
ONE LOT misses' sets of nable, coney
anioiii; the suffering p*H>r, and another 1 ireek.
of pink
are always acceptable.
always useful, easy to send by !
These
and krlmmer, wide llat eoll.ir with
carried
gloves,
Both
bouquets
soon.
|-oke.
barrel or box will be forwarded
The bridesmaids 3NE LOT damask towel», both fringed mail, auy woman would like a pair.
cord and tail.-, liai muff with cord and
M utilers and MutHcts, 23 cents to fci. rosebuds and ferns.
Any one desiring to contribute anything
$6.60
ornaments,
and hemmed ends, plain white and ONE LOT of the undressed kid, and the
tli.it would be of use, can leave their | 'ur gloves ami mittens, 51 to ?tf. F. il. were Misses Mandy and Katie Haines,
.12 1-2
They both | colored border, 16x32 inches,
iisteie of Lillian Haines.
iferitii; with Mrs. J. F. McArdle. super ; toy es Co.
heavy mannish gloves, good colors,
The
skirts.
blue
wore white waists and
?l 00
·.
fine wearing,
iutendent of the Uuiversalist Suuday
Vou will find Russian vests. Sterling best men were Fred Russ and Harry ONE LOT huck towels, hemmed ends,
All of our this season's coats and
School.
1
20x37 inches, good weight, all white,
ONE LOT dressed kid gloves, warranted,
vescuts, leather and lamb lined coats at Davis.
for children, misses and ladies at
suits
1-2
.12
3
§125
white, black and colors, snaps,
The wedding march commenced at S
An entertainment is in preparation, I he Blue Stores.
just one-half the regular price. Here is
The·
Lamb.
John
Mrs.
little
linen,
make
and
to In· give η Jan. 17th, proceeds to be
and
armlets
damask
useful
are
j'clock,
by
towels,
played
LOT
pare
These
good
several
ONE
styles golf gloves,
ONE LOT
Pretty neckwear, fancy
a chance to save a few dollars, and just
um··! for the purchase of hymn books j >races.
hemstitched or fringed ends, 10x30
Just the thing to give him ceremony was performed by Rev. C. H.
presents.
white, black and colors, very warm,
B. Selijjer, the ring service being used.
.50
tot the Universal!-it church. The opera, Christmas. F. II. Xoyes Co.
inches, plain white and colored border,
of
made
sizes,
duck, stamped when you need the goods.
ONE LOT bags
regular
.25
"Love and Whist," will be given, with
Immediately after the ceremony supper
to be worked, red, blue, green, gathers ONE LOT ladies' coats, novelty goods,
in
advertisement
Stores
the
Blue
Head
was served.
.2")
specialties by Ralph Andrews and Raywith cord,
damask towels,
three-quarter length, belted back, un
his issue. Perhaps you will find some
Both couples received many useful ONE LOT bleached
mond l'enfold, Fred Hail and Harry
are alway*
now 3.75
with three rows of
lined,
regular price «7.50,
If you do not know what to buy for gifts, get handkerchiefs. They
that will be useful to you.
hemstitched
ends,
workall
will
linen
Russ
of
Mrs.
Carl
LOT
crash,
and
luggestions
ONE
Mr.
twelve
bags
Newcombe, and a bell drill by
presents.
.50
We have a stock of FOUR HUNdrawn work, 20x40 inches,
zibecan be sent away at little cost.
of
brass
coats
and
misses'
and
LOT
Herbert
Mrs.
and
in
ONE
heavy
blue,
eyeMr.
home.
at
red,
ed,
green
live
acceptable
F. II. Xoyes Co.'s stores will be open
young ladies.
.50
line, capes on shoulders, belted back,
line of shawls for the head.
lets, heavy white cord,
Remember Russ will reside at Rumford Falls.
other grades in towels of all
DRED AND FIFTY DOZEN to select from.
Pretty
evening this week.
Many
jvery
A. W. Walker Λ Son began cuttiug ice
trimmed with black braid, regular
.07 1-2 to 91.37 each ONE LOT shawls made from floss in
.15 box
little boxes, 3 in box,
kinds,
them when making Christmas purchases.
ONE LOT children's plain handkerchiefs in pretty
«2.49
on the river Thursday.
Since the river
price «4.98,
black and white, pink and
John Reminds Him.
white,
to
a
fur
coat
emwith
matter
the
the
in
What's
down
closed the water ha* gone
.50 ONE LOT ladies', 3 handkerchiefs in pretty boxes, fancy linen,
86 inchs square, very neat,
ONE LOT coats, ladies' sizes, short and
blues,
We have fifty coats
1Θ04.
Dec.
box
.50
mill pond three or four feet, and con- iive Christmas?
14,
Hkbkon,
.......
broidered corners,
three-quarter length, last season's
ONE LOT heavier shawls, made from
siderable of the ice, in places whew they For you to select from. F. H. Noya» Co.
In the Democrat of Dec. 6th 1 was
styles, regular prices $8.1)8, «10.00,
$150 ONE LOT suit cases of handkerchiefs, 0 in each case, plain hemmed, good
have cut in former years, is lying on the
Germantown, 3C-inche, gray,
somewhat interested in John's letter.
A warm wool sweater is useful in sum-1
now $2.98
«12.50,
case
Oxford Pomona Officers.
bed of the stream. It was possible to
He tells what ho thinks, and handles
from artiquality, .----..--.50
mer and winter.
Any housekeeper will be pleased with ONE LOT knit shawls, made
ONE LOT suits, this fall ijtyle of black
cut ice only in those places where there
The officers of Oxford Pomona Urange, Paul in a way that is enough to confuse
stitch,
.05
ficial silk, cream color, fancy
initial handkerchiefs, plain, narrow hem,
ONE LOT all wool sweaters, prettyis the deepest water. The surface of the elected an 4 installed at the anuual a Democrat. He makes me think of a pretty rug.
pebble cheviot, jacket satin lined,
12.50 ONE LOT
wide border with fringe,
trimmed with
narrow hem,
stitch, in red, blue, white, gray, pearl
silk strapped and
the Rev. Timothy Tosspot, who lived in ONE LOT moquet rugs, 18x38 inches,
letter,
ice, instead of being a smooth, level meeting I)ec. β, are as follows:
linen,
pretty
initial
handkerchiefs,
pure
LOT
ONE
all
$1.98
Orleans
semi-fitted
sizes,
to
New
buttons,
crooked
91.00
soutache braid,
belted,
..-..25
neat patteru, finished ends,
Illinois. He went down
Master—W. K. Hamlin,-South Waterfonl.
surface, looks like an irregular,
ladies' and men's sipe,
full plaited skirt, was «20.00,
Overseer— I has. Edwanl», South Paris.
F.e said he thought he had
back,
to preach.
with
cuffs
white
trough.
LOT
ONE
sweaters,
27x60
inches,
ONE LOT moquet rugs,
Lecturer—C- S. Ham Ία, South Waterfonl.
with paper covers, 0
now $10.00
come down there to preach the Gospel,
ONE LOT Bunny picture handkerchiefs in book form
and front facing in colors, good weight,
Wood. Norway.
flowered and scroll patterns, good
--------.25
Clippings from Dutch papers have re- Steward—Frauk
"but,1' said he, "before I commence I
$2
98I
A Steward—Fred Perry, Norway.
...
misses'
different
and
ladies'
buttons,
12.50
LOT
pictures,
ONE
pearl
suite,
colore,
Pomona— Mrs. W. K. Hamlin, South Water- want you to distinctly understand that
cently been received here, containing
Most anyone would like a pretty pilembroidered
sizes, last season's styles, long and short
in several ONE LOT moquet rugs, 36x72 inches,
LOT ladies' handkerchiefs, 25 styles, plain, lace edged,
notices of the singing of Miss Minnie A. font.
ONE
I
differ
and
Paul
the
the
for
Apostle
K'ora—Mr». Chan. Edwtnl·, 8outh PatU.
low top or pillow ready made
.05
jackets, some great values, regular
Flummer (known on the stage as Mdlle.
Oriental and flowered patterns, rich
corners,
Cere*— Mrs. (.has. Hamlin, South Waterfonl. important pointe."
now $4.98
price, «10, 12.50, 15, 20,
den or sofa.·
$3.8"
Scalar) iu the French opera "La Juive"
last week's communication did not
Secretary—Mr·. A. K. Jtekeon, South Paris.
.10
My
colorings,
lace edge, plain hom, embroidered, very neat,
While
Treasurer—Henry Hammond, Part».
at Amsterdam and The Hague.
some to work with ONE LOT 10 styles,
to appear in
time
in
LOT
is
a few of the many bargain·
out
but
This
thawed
ONE
tops,
get
Lady Assistant Steward—M re. Fred Perry,
ONE LOT tapestry carpeting samples,
few iu this part of the world can read
backs and some pictures ready to bo ONE LOT 15 styles, plain linen, embroidered edge and corners, insertion,
we are offering in our suit department
Dec. 6th paper, so for that reason I
You will find a good line here of tapNorway.
27x45 inches, many colors and patterns,
.25
the clippings at sight some one has been
.12 1-2
made up,
t.ate-Keeper— Augustus Bartlett. Hebron.
shall extend tbe time to rcceive birthand chenille.
.75
neat,
estry
finished
very
ends,
found who can make a rather free transbefore
Chaplain—F. L. Wyman, South Woodstock.
day presents until the night
different
ONE LOT of ready made pillows, filled ONE LOT all linen,
ONE LOT of good Arm tapestry, striped
lation of that which relates especially to
plain hem, embroidered, lace trimmed, 30
Christmas.
ONE LOT Smyrna mats, 18x36, pretty
with cotton, covered and rufHed with
Personal.
.25
patterns, 44-inch wide, 2 3-4 yards
The Niews von den
Miss Plumiuer.
.9£
of
...
a
and
There are a number of Englieh gentlecolors,
variety
patterns
.50
*patterns,
|3.9β
sateen,
long, heavy fringe,
figured
I'ag, of Amsterdam, tfives Mdlle. Scalar
men hanging around this neighborhood
15 styles, all very
ONE LOT all Wool Smyrna rugs, 30x6( ONE LOT
the highest praise of any one in the
filled with silk down, ONE LOT pure linen, embroidered, lace edge, insertion,
and
colors
LOT
ONE
pillows,
Xelson I. Mixer of the class of 1008, trying to get the farmers to send their
portieres, plaiu
We have a good line of tapestry cova
inches, fringed, variety of patterns and
will
opera, saying in effect that she has
mercerised back and rutfie, heavy
neat, ----------.50
figured pattern, heavy weight, 48-inch ers, all sizes, pretty colors.
College, has been selected as the apples over the water, and they
Colby
91.9i
colore,
learned
well
divine gift, which she has
aatin top, stamped pattern, 22-inch,
reader to accompany the college glee send them back enough money to buy
wide, 3 yards long, heavy fringe, $4.08
other styles at .15, .37 1-2, .75 and 11.00.
to use; that she sang and played with
W. C.
$2.50 We have many
ONE LOT table covers of tapestry, in
Alio other sizes and prices.
club. The honor was won by nim in them a new far overcoat.
with
wonderful success, portraying
trials.
greens, browns and reds, pretty pat-'
competitive
our
.75
equal skill the emotions of distress,
terne, 32-inch square, fringed,
in our large store. We will be glad to eee you and ehow you
F. Gentleman Arrested.
Edgar
in
words
a ftw of the many ueeful things to be found
last
is
her
that
cnly
This
and
anxiety,
joy;
covers of tapestry in good
LOT
Herbert E. Griffin of Lincoln, aged 17
ONE
F. Gentleman, formerly for a
to
the fourth act, et puis mourir, dwell in
Edgar
not
purchase.
ready
line even if you are
under arrest on number of
colore, figured pattern, 48-inch square,
years a lawver in Kezar Falls,
ONE PRICE TO ALL.
the deepest memory of her hearers. years, has been placed
Our motto : GOOD GOODS AT REASONABLE PRICES AND
E. Libby, was arrested in Boston Monday and
$1.00
fringed,
The "Nieuwe Courant," of The Hague, the charge of shooting David
These make very pretty gifts.
The]
in
woods
the
in
dead
who was found
brought to Tork County jail at Alfred, come in several style* and sizes.
rich
says that Mdlle. Scalar, in most becomLOT
ONE
covers,
tapestry,
heavy
the
admits
The boy
shooting, charged with forgery. Tbe arrest was
ing costume of Rachel, sang gloriously, Chester.
«1.50
48-inch,
colorings,
beof
it
1(
tell
to
covered
satin
F.
Pike
of
too
LOT
cushions,
of
was
a
ONE
but
frightened
Leroy
made at tbe instance
sang every part without a fault, with
inches long, to make up, pink, yellow
ONE LOT covers, heavy tapestry, rich
Cornish, who will be a principal witness
strong and beautiful voice. She is pro- fore.
.21
Kezar
left
and blue,
Gentleman
is
Mr.
him.
voice
colors, Oriental ami flowered patterns,
nounced a star actress, and her
against
$2.50
50-incli, heavy fringe,
In face of the fact that there is much Falls about two years ago, at about the ONE LOT cushions 3 inches square
said to havw been as sweet in the fifth
She was loudly more ice in Casco Bay thaa usual at the time the alleged forgeries were uttered,
act as in the first.
satin covered, mercerized ruffle, l*c<
ONK LOT table covers, heavy tapestry,
more than last year, the During his residence in Kezar Falls, he
even
was
not
season,
and
presented
.2i
only
j
applauded,
covered, ribbon bows,
in browns, reds and greens, neat patwith a bouquet at the end of the opera, Portland Advertiser commenta very twice represented bis district in the
$3.W
terns, 81-inch,
lac<
but also with another in the midst of a cheerfully on the "open winter" we are legislature, the first time as a Democrat, 1 ONE LOT cushions S inches square,
.il
covered, with ruffle, ribbon,
and a few years later as a Republican.
scene, which ia an extraordinary honor. having.
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You will find them here.
useful kind.
Something to be
remembered. We have
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Smoking

Fancy Suspender*.
place,
appreciated,

Neckwear,

Ways

Books.

Work Baskets.

··

necessity

lungs.

Medallions.

Cuff Buttons, Studs, Collars,
Then there
Cuffs, Handkerchi fs, Hosiery, Underwear, Night-

shirts and Clothing, of course, and many other
things unmentioned here,

Toys, Dolls, Games.

Leather Goods.
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$1.50.
large

^Miss^Belle

Overshoes
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nicely
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price.
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Aprons.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton

Have useful Holiday Gifts

in all

j

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
a Stores {£££■ I Maine.

Departments.

A Hot

pair

including

Herald

J.

!

Cooking Ranges,

Cole's Heaters.

They

They

money's

China Tea Sets, Dinner Sets, Pitchers,

anything

Fruit Dishes, Mugs, Hall Lamps and Parlor Lamps in Nickel and Old Brass.

J. P. Richardson,

Rugs, Mats and Carpet Sweepers.

USEFUL

Subject

Herald Oak Stoves,

good

Handkerchiefs, Napkins, Towels,
Blankets, Gloves, Hose, Etc.

CO.

SHURTLEFF

F.

SHURTLEFF

CASTORIA
Till itled You Hart Always Bought

CHRISTMAS

Infants' Goods.
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and
At this time of year everyone enters into the spirit of giving,
this is right for it is "More blessed to give than to receive."
You should select your gifts with a thought to their usefulness,
We have large stocks in all
then your gifts become of real value.
Jackets

]

j

fancy articles, neckwear, pillow tops, etc.,
and Suits this season's styles, marked down one-half price.

departments,

Hand

J

Bags.

new

Children's

Umbrellas.

Fur Sets.

....

j

{

j

Towels.

Gloves.

Suits and Coats
at Half Price.

_

Laundry Bags.

]

Knit Shawls.

Annual Christmas Handkerchief Sale.

...

...

Sweaters.

Rugs.

j

--

Pillow Tops.

Portieres.

--

Table Covers.

--

Pin Cushions.

Norway, Me.

127-129 Main St.

<

1

\

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

AN OLD MAN'S TRIBUTE
Cared of a Terrible Case After Ten
Years of Svfferiag.

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Oorraauondenoe on topic· of Interest to the toll··
1· aonoted. Ail dree·: Editor UoiouLUauiColi.hm, Oxford Democrat. Part·. Maine.

Aa OU» Fruit Raiser, 78 Years OM.

—

When suffering daily torture
From backache, rheumatic pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder.
Turn to Doan's Kidney Pilla.
▲ cure endorsed by thousand·.
Bead an old man'· tribute.

and clean

"patterns

Chas. F.

eight
years'

MAINE.

NORWAY,

These were

to

thing. and often I could hardly straighten
The aching was bad in the
my back.
daytime, but just as bad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the morning.
bothered with rheumatic pains and dropsical swelling of the feet. The urinary
passages were painful, and the secretious

Patents
Designs

es-

severe

when stooping
lift any-

SIDNEY JU8TC8.

EXPERIENCE

Anyone «ending a »ketch and deacrtptlon ma?
mtafely ucwtain oar opinion free whe<
Invention la probably
Uona.trictly confidential. HA NO BOCK on Patent*
Mnt free. I'Meet luency for securtn* patent*.
Patent* taken through Μαηη Λ Co. receive
without dam·. In the
*tcial

M·. 8T8^—Jllaatrated Proverb·.

or

pecially

BO YEARS*

Copyrights Ac.

brick.

ten
standing. I suffered
the most severe
backache and
other pains In
the region of
the k i dneys.

Sts.,

Corner Main and Danforth

*·. art.—MrtMir*··.
Change
Whole I am to preserve.
toy bead and I become successively to
bathe, to be delirious, to undulate, to
poaaeaa, a den, bestowed, the middle
part of a church, to lay with stone or

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
Ohio, says: "I was cured by Doan's
Kidney Tills of a severe case of kidney
trouble ο f

up stock

i

I

were discolored and so free that often
I I had to rise at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a box served to relieve me,
and three boxes effected a permanent

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
mediciue which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I-anreet clr
eolation of any scientific tournai. Term·. S3
the United States. Address Foster-Mil·
newsdealer*
year : four month*. IL Sold by all
Sold by all
burn Co., Ruffalo. X. Y.
SCIBrMtfMy.
1 dealers;
price, lifty cents per box.
Branch O®oe. « r St. Waahlneton, IX C.

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
Ninety-nine
Are due to
one

No. S78.-Dlicalaed Celebrities.
1. Still existing and fourteen poundsA missionary aud explorer.
2. A large boat and an artificer—An

can

indigestion.

of every

hundred people who have heart trouble
remember when it was simple Indiges-

tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of indigestion. All food taken into the stomach
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
swolis the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This interferes with the action of
the heart, and in the course of tine that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kaubi·. of Nevada. O.. aaya: I had stomach
troubla and was In a bad state as 1 had heart trouble
with It I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about four

HEADQUARTERS FOR

months and It cured

me.

Kodol Digests Whet You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
frnlt^T only,

$ 1.00 SU· holdlni 2H times the trial
six·, which sails for 50c,

Prepared by K. 0. OeWITT ft 00.. ΟΗΙΟΑΟΛ
Sold

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Supplies.

J. WALDO

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues tent

on

by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone

application.

NORWAY.

Connection.

Inventor.
8. To agitate aud something to wound
—A great poet.

No. 380.—Charade.
Of what la divided my first is a part.
cook uses In everyday art.
the
last
My
That my whole Is fragmentary take not
to heart.

No. 381.—Doable Acrostic.
Primais and tinals name a holiday
and whore we like to spend it.
Crosswords: 1. A strong taste. 2. A
particular time. 3. Inclosed space. 4.
Midday. 5. Benevolent. G. A person
7. Half of a
as a distinct Individual.
compound word meaning u day of fes-

8. Inactive, i). Disappear. 10.
To invest. U. At hand. 12. Obtains.

tivity.

382.—DInuer Puaale.
Some of the tilings at a Thanksgiving dinner were: 1. A country In Asia.
3.
2. Food for the spinning wheel.
No.

How the goat got square with the gill.
5.
4. Part of a house and a letter.
Part of the body. 0. Material of which
7. Jewa satellite la said to be made.
9.
els. 8. Just escaped being dirts.
10. A perfect crush.
Impertinence.
11. Effect or consequence. 12. One of
the earliest overthrows of the United
States. 13. Indebted to pasture. 14. A

berry.

No.

I

This
head.

WANTED.

Is
Is
Is
Is
Is
Ia
Is
Is
Is
Is
la

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem-

lock and Poplar, delivered on care at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming ν ear.
E. W. PKNLEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

Is

Optioian.

Be/ore You Purchase

Any Other Write

THE NEW HOME SEWIN6 MACHINE COMPANY
ORANGE, MASS.

Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard·
less of quality, but the " *>w Home" is mad«

Lowest Prices m Oxton

Our guaranty never runs out.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
of the trade. The "Xew Home" stands at th»
head of all Hlich-Kradr family sewing machine·
ttvid by authorised dealer· oaly,
to

NORWAY, MAINE.

Quickl

Soap-Making

THE DULL SCHOLAR.

with

BANNER LYE

Many a
ar" is

To make the very best soap, simply
in cola
dissolve a can cf liantur Lye
the
water, melt 5>£ lbs. of grease, pour
and pot
Lye water in the grease. Stir
PtUl Directions

Banner Lye is

may be

on

opened and closcd

at

Tk· Peon Cbeai.al Work*.
Char lea RkWrdsoi Λ CV.

PMIadelpliJ·
Beaton.

because of

some

Of all headaches

are

through defective

eyes.

eye defects grow to
if not properly and

a

Lye"—free.

so-called "dull schol

de-

Sixty Per Oexrt.

The caa
will, per-

small quantity at a
mitting the use
in
It is just the article needed
time.
It wi!l clcan paint,
every household.
water,
floors, marl le and tile work, soften
waste pipe·
disinfect sinks, closets and
Write for booklet "Lies of B^nnù
of

so

fect of the eyes.
Don't neglect the eyes of your children.

Every Pack·*·

pulverized.

3S4.—DUmoad,
3.
2. Not dry.
1. A third of tea.
Weak In Intellect. 4. Pieces of armor
for defense. 5. An optical Instrument
for viewing distant objects. 6. To come
before. 7. A tempest 8. To mimic. 9.
A third of tea.

attended to.

caused

Little

big ones
promptly

Rapid Prosroaa.
"How do you like school?" asked a
father of his little daughter after her
tiret day.
"1 like It awfully !" was the reply.
"And what did you learn today?" Inquired the interested parent.
"Oh, a lot!" said the child. "Fve

Ker to the Pouter.
No. 369.- Geographical Acrostic: Bratil. 1. Bengal. 2. Rlgi. 3. Amoy. 4.
Zuvder Zee. 5. Ukley. G. Lyons.
No. 370.—Charade: Screw, tin, eyes.
Scrutinize.
No. 371.—Numerical Enigma: Came,
Ice, Eric, rice. Ire, arm, era, mice, me,
mica, America.
Beheadments* Bramble,
No. 372.
ramble, amble. Abridge, bridge, ridge.
Slumber, lumber, umber.
No. 878.—Syncopations: Bo-u-ud. Che-at I>e-t-er. Ha-n-ge. Pa-l-uL
No. 374.--A Kind of Wheel: Spin—

uing.
No. 37ft.—Connected Squares:

South Paris, Maine.

0«eMinirteCough Cur·
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en.

WORLD'S WORK
The mag amine tvhich tells
of the progress of the buortd
through buonderfut pictures
terse

articles·

DOUBLBDAY, PAOB A COMPANY
New York
R. B.-AMDIBV CA1NIGM mft
Ί tàlafc TNI WORLD'S VOBK
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Terminations: Luxuriate.
Patten. Emanate. BrightLighten.
—

Amateur Sportsman—I
anything that time?

say, did I hit

Gamekeeper—I think not, sir. There
warn't nothing in sight but the birds,

sir.

Remove the microbes which impoverish the blood and circulation.
Stops all
trouble that interferes with nutrition.
That's what Hollister's Rocky Monntain
Tea will do. 35 cents. Tea or tablet,
form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

Wedderly—Why

don't you get

Oldbach—Why, I have only
years left in which to enjoy life.

In any
CAR

quantity-desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO,DEALER

IN COAL AND WOOD.

X

Β

MOTHERS BE CAREFUL
of the health of your children. Look
out for Concha. Colds. Croup and Whoopine Conch. Stop them in time—One
Minute Couch Cure is the best remedy.
Harmless and pleasant Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

ried?

meshed.

Waists as they are now often worn
with open yoke of lace, exposing the
neck and chest, are a fruitful source of
colds, and ladies at all liable to catarrh
and chest troubles ehould avoid them.
The complete exposure of shoulders,
neck and upper part of back, which résulta from the modern dinner or bal}
dress, is wrong and absurd. Serious ailments can be constantly traced to this
pernicious habit.
The delicate lung tissue is almost directly exposed to changée of temperature, especially in the Ball room. The
lady, probably overheated with her
exertions, passes either on to a balcony

HADE HI* » NEW UN

A Catastrophe

(Tcpeka Special Dhpstcb.)

Mrs. Delta Meffert, divorced wife of
Dr. William Meffert, of Emporia, Kansas, horsewhipped William Allen White,
editor of the Emporia Oazette, Thursday

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

Thomas was a very exemplary cat
except for the fact that lie wai InHis told nose would be
quisitive.
stuck Into all the J ara and pitcher· on
the table until they gave him the name
uf "snoop cat," which htirt his feelings.
It wns Christmas eve when Thomas

night.

Dr. Meffert'· license was revoked two
years ago for improper conduct. Tbe
this
supreme court of the United States
week sustained the Kansas court which
upon tbe case. White's papers
passed
have been against Meffert and his news

wandered Into the dining room. "My!
stories and editorials lately have includ- That's a funny looking box over there
ed comment about Meffert's divorced
by the fireplace. Wonder whafe in
wife.

Thursday night

White

leaving

was
Meffert and a woman
as he stepand
him,
as

mar-

a

looping the loop are clumsy,
tactics compared with the way
fat old codger hiked the pike

or
[ gap,
dilatory

;

that
around to tbe back door of this office."

eXCemuchncoveriug

fAeÎnî*.

,?®',n*

»«je«-

low

It?" said be to himself. "Been told not
to touch tilings tlmt don't concern nie,
t>ut I'd certainly like to know what It
Wonder if it 'd liurt Just to push
is.
that hook back and look in? I'll die if
I don't net* what's in there."
Softly he slole up nnd pushed the
wire hook hack. "Must be some sort
of η Christmas present for Bill. If I
see it first that will be η joke on biin,

F. LISCOMB,

v'

Sk

con^"J?

A perfect Remedy for Constipanon Sour Stomach. Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishnrss and Loss OF SLEEP.

;t>

make him tell the truth in reference
to the 'chosen partner for life if there
was no other way of getting it out of
lilm. Also that the parents who would
allow a girl to marry u man without
Representative Livingston of Georgia knowing, as nearly as could be known,
repeats a story that was told him by a his physical as well as his moral conphysician on duty at a hospital in At- dition deserved to be scalped.
lanta.
j
"The whole marrying business is
One day there entered the hospital a
said Mr. Lincoln. "Fashionawrong."
in
bitten
woman
colored
badly
young
have too often foolish moththe neck just back of the ear. The ble girls
but to sell
doctor who dressed the wound said to ers, who care for nothing
their flesh «uid blood' to the highest
the

patient:

"It perplexes me to determine just bidder."
what sort of an animal bit you. This
Deer Mm. Mnlaprop.
wound is too small to have been made by !
a horse and too large to have been inThere Is generally somebody—u lady
flicted by a dog or a cat."
as a rule—in each district on whom
The colored woman grinned. "Sho, its finest
Malaprops are fathered, somedat
bit
animal
it
wasn't
me,
doctor,
any
times quite unfairly. It is she who Is
it was a lady, sah!"
I reported to have made thut speech
NO MORE SUFFERING.
j about the glories of her father's house,
the door of which there ran a
with
troubled
If you are
indigestion up to
"revenue of popular trees;" she who
Cure
Kodol
of
a
bottle
Dyspepsia
get
and see how quickly it will cure you. asked ber daughter to play that little
Geo. A. Thomson, of Spencer, la., says: "mulady" ehe had learned at the "cem-

Facsimile Signature of
NEW YORK.
Alt»

Healthy

and

cover

piece of beading, through
run a piece of broad satin rib-

by

a

only remedy that has done
me any good, and I heartily recommend
it. Every person suffering with Indigestion or Dyspepsia should use it." Sold
by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Cure is the

which is
The cover is cut square and also
bon
trimmed with a full ruffle of
the neck and fastened with a bow of the
The eieeve.
Again the village blacksmith stood
to the elbow, where there is a fall of the
under the spreading chestnut tree.
lace. This is a most u»eful ga™e®fc'
Jingling the coins in his pocket, he
and no well-dressed woman should be
without it. The skirt should be cut spake:
"I care not who makes the autos of
very long with a full tram. A chiffon
the nation provided I make the repairs."
now η or one of any thin material could
be worn over this garment, and be far
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
than if lightly lined with stiff
"DeWitt's is the only genuine Witch
taffetas.
Hazel Salve" writes J. L. Tucker of Cenof Wales" Closet." tre, Ala. "I have used it in my family
The
The Princess of Wales is a great lover for Piles, Cuts and Burns for years and
best Salve
„f perfnm» of ,11 kind». A description can recommend it to be the
Every family should
of a closet in her bedroom has come to on the market.
household
is
an
invaluable
as
it
keep it,
us from a very reliable eource
ïorx remedy, and should always be kept on
has already been copied by a
who bas a handsome residence hand for immediate use." Mrs. Samuel
Gage, of North Bush, Ν. Y., says: "I

SZSSl

ground

preUie?

""Princess

wrfman

New^andj

had a fever sore on my ankle for twelve
years that the doctors could not cure.
All salves and blood remedies proved

could not walk for over
I was persuaded to
try DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, which
colored brocade and are
Ivard square. They are stuffed with has completely cured me. It is a
DeWitt's Witch
relief."
cotton and filled with any perfume wonderful
without leaving a
which may be chosen. The dresses are Hazel Salve cures
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
hune from hooks, which are screwed on scar. Sold by
go as to allow the garment to hang near
Monopoly. She—I wonder why the
the wall of the closet, but not to touch
baby doesn't begin to talk, John?
it
Exerything in the closet is scented,
He—Why, I guess because you don't
not too stronely, in thii inanner. (Hum him α nhknm. Hear.
The
Princes, ot Wale, h·»» »
*
anvthine but the most delicate
There is one rational way to treat nasal
perfume of priceless value. A closetar- catarrh; the medicine is applied direct
wUh
manner
in
this
°rditmry to the affected mombrane. The remedy
ranged
sachet powder bags would be just a. is Ely's Cream Balm. It restores the
effective and practical, ex·
inflamed tissues to a healthy state without drying all the life out of them and it
Servants' Outfit of One Color.
gives back the lost senses of taste and
Society peoplo are always looking for smell. The sufferer who ie tired of vain
something new and startling for their experiments should use Cream Balm.
Ely
servants! A well-dressed servant means Druggists sell it for 60 cents.
What looks more Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York,
a well-kept house.
slovenly than for the door to be opened will mail it.
•™

le
ni

hand-

Mfjjg

worthless.
years.

two

I

Finally

L

The yeaet employed by the ancients
in making bread was probably of the
oarne kind as the Israelites of the days
of the great Pharaoh the oppressor
This was
use»!, calling It "leaven."
what is known nowadays as u wild
yeast, lis geruis or spores being afloat
anywhere in the air. A bit of dough
was preserved out of each batch prepared for the ovens, and when this
was added to tbe next dough the yeast
contained In it quickly spread through
the whole, only a little being required
to "leaven the whole lump."

Dlacouraired In Almislvlnfr.
"I suppose," said the plain person,
"you are often deceived by apparently
deserving objects of charity whom you

quietly help."
"Yes, indeed," replied the great philanthropist. "It's Just like throwing

The very people you
money away.
think will advertise you most never
say η word al>out it"—Catholic Standard and Times.
Don't Let the Year· Connt.

Age will uevor succeed In retaining
appearance and mentality until people make up their minds not to
let the years count, until they cease to
make the body old by the constant suggestions of the mind.—Success Magasine.
α

youthful

Fatal Oirioilty,
Mrs. Grimes—You lost $50 because
of your curiosity? Really, 1 don't see
bow you could do that. Mr. Grimes—
Nevertheless It is true. I asked the
man who sat on the other side of the
table what cards he had in his hand.—
Boston Transcript

Why

by a disorderly, badly dressed maid?
Something entirely new for servants has

I·

Ills and treat them promptly to
ward off more eerloux HlckneiM.

Itt

age to
any
copy
chosen to harmonize with an Interior!—
few
Idea.
New

Beats the

Signature of

la Usa For Over 80 Yeara.
The Klad Toe Bar· Always Boo*bt.
of
children
A successful method
giving
! If you haven't time to prepare Hollisof
small
a
cut
is
to
piece
open
ter's Rocky Mountain Tea, it Is now powders
chocolate cream, insert the powder and
"I'm engaged in the dairy boslnes·
made in tablet form also. Get a package
is one
This
chocolate
cloee
the
again.
now," said the lawyer.
all ready to use. Makes yon well ; keeps
of indoolng a child to
"Ton don't iay!" exclaimed his friend,
Oris Stevens; of the easiest ways
you well; 35 cents.

Kmart Set

If you would make your wife happy
let her boss yon occasionally and think
that elie is the smarter of the two—
which she sometimes to.—J. M. Barri·.

ELIXIR

Is the great retnedy for childhood complaint*. For utoiiinrli ami l>o\vrl di»orili'ia, indirection, ruimtipatiuii. poor
appetite, fever* and worm* It 1* uii
Kervnuntet·, peevishequaled.
IX·»· ami α languid feeling all
indicate trouble· that are tnn-ed
iMiuilly to the utotnach, and
quick relief folio» the u*·· of
Up. True'· Kllilr. Over 60year»in nie.
All druggiiiU.Kc. Write for tree booklet,
"Children and Their l)Uea«e«."
JR. i. F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn. Me.

im

GASTORIA
ecNTAun «ομνντ.

new voue cmr.

The Oxford Democrat
^

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR FOR

Picture Frames
Mats, Mirrors

C*?OW>0<<<m>00:OOWOOOOO^^

Mouldings s,JL

&

a

Wide=Awake
Farmer

specialty,

Paris and Oxford
subscribe for a

SOUTH PARIS.

ΤΠΕ
CLEAWMXM

CATARRH

Balm

pleasant
Kaay
iisr. Contains no Injurtous drug.
It 1h quickly Absorbed.
Gives Relief At oiicc.
>pens and cleanses the

Allays Inflammation.

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

The Oxford Democrat,
supply

for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
every

household.

I

money with the order

us

the

can secure

the Democrat and Tribune Farm=
er

One Year For $1.75.
CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO=DAY

I
1

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

South Paris,

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
will
please send to the address below The Oxford
you
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

W.
VIMn

VfSt Ηιιηιΐ)·ί

with

mem-

will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

Any person sending

COLD".· HEAD

possible

Tribune Farmer,

your

wants

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
sise or Style at reasonable prlcet.

F..

admirably

largest

The New-York

South Paris, Me.,

will

the

profits froui the farm, and
special matter for every
ber of his family.

family.

a

If In want of any kind of Finish for Innlde or
1'lne Lum
itiUdde work, send In your orders
<er and Shingles on har.d Cheap fur Cash.

securing

items of interest to himself and

S

Also Window Λ Door Frames,

give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
to

to

Heals ami Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size 50
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial Sun l«c. by

Matched

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly

County should

Weekly Newspaper

CATARRH ëfaqggg
Cream
Ely's and

NEEDS

A

Good Local

Nichols St..

HEALI.\«i

Farmer

who is interested in the news of

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ΑΛΊ»

Every
Up=to=Date

Every

High G ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

j

! -$1.75·

and Pictures,

Pianos m Organs
I have

a

large stock of

new

Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,

I lmve one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Peaac piano, 7| octave, almost new,

for#18S.

One walnut

case

Poolo piano, almost

new, for $900, worth $250.
One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at RumFord Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.

QUAKER RANGE

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for $55.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
»tops, In nice condition, fof $45.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, eix

Paris,

jctave, walnut case,

$125,

for

never

$65.

been hurt,

One second hand square piano, a nice
>ne, for $115, worth $140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J.

Wheeler,

niixtiroH DLorK,

*!·«>·»«·

A W. Walker k Son,

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

Dealers in

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT
—

to

ALSO

take a powder, and loai aickish than the the doofeor.
Cement sidewalks made in 18 and
P. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co.
ferry He Spoke.
usual spoonfol of jelly.
"Fact," rejoined the legal light. "I'm
inch squares for $i'.oo per square
Husband
(during the quarrel)—I 14
milking an estate."
"Did I see you kissing my daughter,
made to order.
Remember that actual pleasure and
wouldn't be a fool If I were you. Wife ! ^ard. Cements steps
sir?"
A PLEASANT PILL.
be found in the humdrum
Maine.
culture
South
Paris,
may
I
undercan
was
I
too
(calmly)—My dear,
ceadlly
"I really don't know, sir.
No Pill is aa pleasant and positive aa
duties of every day life if they are done
stand that If you were me you wouldn't
much occupied at the time to notice."
Bisera.
DeWitt's
Little
DeWltt's
with
the
and
Early
lo the right spirit
determi-,
be a fool.
nation to do everything In the beet posai- ! Little Early Bisers are so mild and efShoats for Sale.
When you feel like sighing—sing,
fective that ohildren, delicate ladies and
t>le time and way.
of good shoats for »ale.
will
sever
number
A
bring,
pleasure
It
Sighing
to a blunder to treat men without
weak people enjoy their cleansing effect,
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and
B. F. CUMMINGS,
The dirtiest frying pan will become while strong people say they are the best self respect as If they were your equals.
laugh right
slean. if snaked five minutes in ammonia liver pill· sola. Sold by ?. A. Shurtleff —tacceee.
,·
South Pari·. 1
Dec. 5,1904.
By taking RocJty Mountain T«aat.«*^ht.
ft Go.
Orin Btereo·; *»,■■*'

II

MS

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Dr. True's

that cost

Why 1s it that popular orators,
What the Matter Was.—"Did the inwhether lay or clerical, are commonly
A quest show what caused his death?"
winter.
come to New York this
"Only too plainly. It seems that long men of large girth and good digestion,
woman who prides herself on always
after midnight, when his vitality was while great philosophera are often of
having something new is dressing her
The lowest, he ate some health food. His diminutive else and small vitality?—
waitress all in one color, blue.
could not withstand the Roeton Christian
dress is of blue cotton material, the constitution
Register.
with striogs of shock and to-day we mourn bis loss."
HQron of blue muslin,
A Different Hatter.
the same, the bow around the neck of
blue ribbon, and the cap of blue lace
Excited Individual—Help, help! I've
Important <· Mothers.
with a blue bow, all of exactly the same Irantea
bottle of CASTORIA,
just had my picture taken! Bystander
carefully
ararj
shade. The whole effect is most at- a safe and aura naady for In/ants and
children, —Why, that's nothing to get angry
tractive, and original enough to suit and aaa that It
«bout. Excited Individual—It isn't, eh?
How easy
oven the extreme faddists.
My picture was a Rembrandt! Help!—
color which may be
in

I

It needs only
little watchfUlneee tu

keep children I.ik'hhI health.
Look for theeyuiptomn of little

Builders' Finish

Ymit of the Ancient·.

})C

ΤΜβ

Stover

fs

I s-

exact copy or wrabacr

"Have had Dyspepsia for twenty years.( etery" und she again who pronounced
Corset Cover. My case was almost hopeless. Kodol, Mr. Brown as "proud as Luther," mall.
recommended and I while the tuft hunting Mr. Smith was KLY BROTHERS, Sfl Warren Street. New York
Something practical and useful to Dyspepsia Cure was
of it and it is the only
couv is the new China silk skirt ana used a few bottles
eueli α "toby" lie deserved to be "tatmade in one and meant to thing that has relieved mc. Would not tooed" at his club. Dear Mrs. ΜαίαK. W. «ΙΙΛΛΙΗ,ΕΚ,
Have doctored with
and flimsy crepe be without it.
wear under chiffon
what should we do without her?
The skirt is very "dressy and local physicians and also at Chicago, and prop,
eowns
Globe.
trimmed with five rowe of lace around even went to Norway with hopes of get· —London
the bottom. It is attached to the corset ting some relief, but Kodol Dyspepsia

SlliTskirt

China

inoiilhs old

Dus

J3

Children

won't"—
Fizz! squeak! slap! slam! bang! wow!
Γρ flew the cover nnd out of the box
came the worst looking ogre that ever
disgraced a fairy tale.
"What d'yer mean, you rascal?"
shrieked the figure.
"Oh," grunted puss as he shrank

Use
For Over
Thirty Years

a%m

Poitland, Me

L. M. TUFTS,

l£ïe

tml-

harf,

much
'Ss«tu™ny,
and
vidual

up»^ndi;

WMxSmu* *
foAMi SJM-

Agent,

Franklin

Sepia

depend,

jèuftafOUO-SiUUILBTCUSR

other lines.

J.

of

Sot "Narcotic.

m.

the
summer
"
generous than during
'But,' I interposed, 'I thought that
months. In winter, especially, we reBalaam bad no eword. 1 thought he
ouire foods that act as body fuel, so as
wished for one.'
only
ο keep up the normal heat"
'You're right," said the showman,
fats (butter, fate of meat, wheat and
"
'this is the sword he wiehed for.'

tastes
digestion. What will
with one will by no means su t
another. The most healthful food is
tot which i. best titled to the needs o!
thft user
In general, animal foode have
the most fatty constituents; so also have
eraine flour and meal. Potatoes and
are low down 111 the scale in fuel
It does not necessarily follow
value
that the higher the price of such foods
«meat butter and milk, therefore are
thev the most nutritious; it has been
found that the cheaper kinds
more fuel forming constituents,
therefore are more suitable^
Alcohol in cold weather is unsuitable,
esDOoially as a means for what is popu;
larly known as "keeping out the cold.
Its action is quite the contrary.
y
lowing these few simple rules it will be
found possible to go through the °°[άΜΐ
weather and yet keep well. K

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral,

$1 00.
$1.00
Steamers have Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wha'f, Boston,

"POT MB BACK, OF COUKSE."

Signature

Opium,Morphine

....

daily except Sunday, at η p.
Freight rates always as

Bears the

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·

Porllnnd to Bo«ton,

Je

8U^

lula-

REDUCED RATES.
Niaerooine,

Always Bought

ÀVfegetable Preparation for As

j»onjo

Portland Division.

"{Jfû

oatmeal), carbo-hydrates (sugar, starch-

The Kind You Have

praiseofthj»

"1 wish to say a few word* In
takenI»
True 'L. F." Atwood'sBitters. 1 have
round
for years and find It to be the best all
laxative msdlclne I can get. I was
bottles
several
took
«id
very bad last spring
and It made me feel like a new man. If this
testimonial will be ci any use to you In
Ine the sale of year medicine ycuare at liberty
to us· it. This medicine Is surely a
Mt.
«1Î mankind."—S. W. Coraon.Chtsten^Oe.

I

«jjS.

l'XmU8d

For Infants and Children.

ENTHE TRUE L. r. RENEWS THE
AND
ERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

An Impudent Fraud.
(San Antonio Kxpre«a.)
back, trembling, "this is so sudden."
General W. W. Blackmar, the new
"I should say It was." said the ogre.
commander-in-chief of the G. A. R., was
"I had Just nettled down for the night,
in
of
soldiers
a
to
Boston,
talking
group
some rest before those
when a faker came up and held oui for hoping to ret
children get hold of me tomorrow, and
inspection a rusty old sword.
"Look'at it, gents," be said; "exam-!1 here you come 'snooping' around and
ine it cloee. It is the sword that Lee meddle with the hook, and my spring
surrendered to Grant. You can have it sprang, and now we're in a pretty
for $5."
j mess, for I can't
get back in the box
"Go along with you," said one of tbe
nnd tomorrow Is Christor into anouier room at a mucu lower
myself,
by
with
you.
sternly. "Go along
temperature, nor does she always take soldiers,
mas."
You can't fool us."
care to throw some covering upon her
"What shall 1 do?" asked Thomas.
General
and
The faker hurried away,
j "Put me back, of course, you stuaround the throat Blackmar said:
"That was, indeed, an impudent pid"—
in cold weather le ^advisable.
fraud, wasn't it? It reminds me of the
"But I can't get yon back."
and
liable
to
render
it
delicate,
tendency
frauds that were practiced on the old
"That's Just the moral of the whole
to attacks of sore throat, etc.
of
a
feature
be
used
to
that
shows
relic
Outdoor exercise in cold weather i
affair," snapped the ogre. "One never
fairs.
essential to health. To keep shut up in county
can do over what tbey have undone,
"At a county fair in my youth there
overheated rooms, continually breathing
which is to say tbey cin never undo
was a show devoted almost entirely to
vitiated air, is harmful.
I wish you could have what they have did, which is to say
relice.
Biblical
When walking keep the mouth shut
'Jilt Thomas was so terrified
seen the faded cloth, the rusty nails and that"—
and breathe through the now.
the brass jewels that did duty severally that he tud not wait to hear all the
fiiiint* the air is warmed in its passage
fnr a niece of Solomon's robe, an earring
moral.—St. Ixniis Poet-I>lsDatch.
and the risk ol
of the Queen of Sbeba, Absalom's hairbronchitis and perhaps pneumonia is
on.
In
the
pin, David's sling and bo
Lincoln'» Opinion of JBarrlaire.
place of honor hung a sword, and the
another commodity which
showman said:
Abraham Lincoln once remarked that
com
In
health.
for
good
necessary
"
'This is the sword that Balaam was every man about to marry should
weather the diet requires to be more
going to kill his ass with.'
stand over a doctor with a club and

Ε

A

Oldbach—I'm too old.
Wedderly—Pshaw! what's your
got to do with it?

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

MAN.

his office, Mrs.
friend approached
ped aside Mrs. Meffert began striking
him with a whip. White immediately
started to run and tbe whipping was not
effective, as only one blow reached him.
At Mr. White's request the newspaper
correspondents at Emporia suppressed
The sleeping apartment should be the etory. However, Mr. White printed
in his paper
well ventilated, aud the temperature a tihort version of the affair
The article written by
never above 60 degrees; below this is Friday night.
Windows should Mr. Wbite himself follows:
often an advantage.
"Here is an item you thought wouldn't
be allowed open, even in the coldest
be in the paper. Last evening at dusk
weather.
editor of the Gazette was starting
Sleeping apartments that are closely ! as the
from the office
shut up at night are not conducive to for home, a few yards
he met Mrs. Delta Meffert, divorced
healthy repose. The sense of languor door
of whom menand fatigue are always apparent in the ; wife of William Meffert,
was made in these columns recently.
morning. The daily morning bath, i tion
a lady friend
either tepid or the cold plunge, is of She was accompanied by
and as the Gazette man started to pass,
great importance. Personal cleanliness !
Mrs. Meffert pulled from her cloak a
is essential to good health.
but effective-looking whip. The
small,
factor
!
îr
another
important
Clothing
and,
In cold weather it is a great mistake to editor of this paper eide-stepped,
what every true gentleman would do,
of
!
a
number
on
thick,
heavy
garput
like a Whitehead back to
meuts which, by their own weight, are a ran forty yards
office by the back door.
<iraκ upon the shoulders and nips, and the
"That calm, dispassionate communion.
Such
soon cause a sense of fatigue.
which a man holds with a situation
clothing, also, does not allow of the ; in the sixteenth part of a second conproper ventilation of the skin, which is j
vinced the man in question that when a {
so essential to maintain the body heat at
lady challenges a gentleman to an ath-1
it· normal height.
letic contest of any kind he cannot win a !
aud
material
suitable
of
Underwear
nor be
a sparring match with any grace,
of
consistence is the foundation
the victor in a wrestling match with a
woman's dress.
with any créditât all, but afoot
It is erroneous to suppose that the lady
is one event in the sporting calencloser and thicker the material is so is it j race
may vie his
the best. By no means.
Undergar-. dar in which any gentAnd
bow he did
with any lady.
ments should he all wool and open powesss
run! Shooting the chutes, leaping the

TRAIL

D

I

f«p cough·, Colds and Crou|k

THE

II.

1.

■azuuel Rloharda
GRADUATK OPTICIAN,
So. β Pleasaot Street.

boys."—

learned the uames of all the
New York Herald.

No. 37G.
Therefore.

and

3.H3.—Subtraction·.

No.

Subtract one from destruction and
have to flow.
Subtract live froiu to warrant aud
have an exclamation.

The annual meeting of the Oxford
Wanted.
County P· of H. Mutual Fire InsurWe will pay cash for Hemlock ince Co. will be held at South Paris
Bark delivered at any R. R. station on Saturday, Dec. 31, 19^4, at 10
within a radius of 100 miles of our o'clock, A. M., in Paris Grange
Communciate Hall, for the election of officers and
factory at Canton.
with L. W. Smith Co., Canton, Me. other business that may come before
said meeting.
H. D. HAMMOND, Pres.
and
CHAS. EDWARDS, Secy.

aside to set.

3tt3v-MI>«loK Kkfmfi.
a word that rhymes with

good to eat? No, it la not
used for ec.vlng·? No. It is not
without lifo? No. it la not
already perused? No, It Is not
a kind of hut? No. It Is not a
widely diffused? No. It Is not
No. It Is not
a boy s nleknum·?
flown away? No. It la not
very heavy? No. It Is not
a place cf repose? No. It la not
No. It la not —.
a bright color?
united or married? Yes. it la —.

wear.

ANNUAL HEETING.

Easy

It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
It
it

is

No.

HILLS,

Jewoler and Graduate

Keeping Well In Cold Weather.
The winter and early spring month·
are a trying time to many of delioate
constitutions, and a few words of warning
and advice may not be out of place.
There are many ideas prevalent, more or
less delusive, as to simple hygienic
rules, which by their application often
bring about results quite oontrary to
expectations. One of the most frequent
causes of taking cold In winter is the
pernicious system of living in overheated
rooms.
By this means the general condition of the body is debilitated and
rendered more liable to contract chill·,
etc., when becoming exposed to a low
temperature out of doors. The open
grate has many advantages, but when
circumstances permit, hot water or
eteam circulated in pipes is far more
healthy, and the temperature of a house
is kept more equable.
For a sitting room a temperature of 00
to 65 degrees is quite enough for health.
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Scientific American.

DUNN & Co.

Editor White Horsewhipped.
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without bolts.
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Variety Store, Norway.
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